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Nature and Purpose of the Study 
Today, with progressively increasing monetary inflation, human capital 
within the household becomes more valuable as a resource for making neces-
sary and desirable improvements in one's dwelling. When such needs arise, 
the householder--especially the owner--has several alternatives from which 
to choose. First, he can do nothing, "make do" with the situation, and 
allow the property to be less satisfying, even deteriorate. Second, he can 
make the improvements and repairs by hiring someone to do all or part of 
the work. Third, if adequately competent, household members can do all or 
part of the work themselves for no direct pay. Fourth, they may take 
advantage of the willingness and skills of friends or relatives who volun-
teer. 
The choice that is made will depend on numerous circumstances within 
the household's internal and external environments. Whatever the choice, 
personal value priorities of one or more household members probably will be 
potent factors. As Brightbill (1963, p. 86) has said: 
We cannot have attitudes toward anything without judging, without 
discriminating. When we discriminate we are in effect saying, 
this is good, that is ~; this is helpful, that is harmful; this 
is right, that is wrong. Our decisions are based on our values, 
and our values are never more on display when they are in our 
choices of things we do to satisfy ourselves. 
Whether or not values can be measured adequately, they do affect our 
choices and decisions, but husbands, wives, and family members are not 
always in agreement. Family members do not share the same values to simi-
lar degrees. Their differences may result from variation in individual 
personalities and stages of the life cycle. A family will finally reach a 
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decision based upon the family situation and the alternatives available to 
them, but this does not mean that there was only one set of values or one 
point of view expressed. 
The family situation, including many of its attributes, along with the 
dispositions and various characteristics of its members, is affected by 
and, in turn, may affect the housing process. As a process, the term repre-
sents not only the planning and building of a dwelling unit but also the 
use of that unit, its effects on the life of the user, and the user's 
effect on the dwelling unit. Ownership of one's family dwelling poses many 
problems and avenues of choice, including the repair, maintenance, and 
improvement of the dwelling unit. 
Family goals for housing repairs, maintenance, and improvement usually 
are oriented mainly to achievement of personal satisfaction--the realiza-
tion of personal values. Public goals, on the other hand, relate mainly to 
community welfare and development. Achievement of both family and public 
goals for housing involves values, resources, and interaction patterns 
among individuals and social subsystems of the community. Thus, the extent 
to which homeowners choose to make their own housing repairs, maintenance, 
and other improvements reflects interactions that emerge from value orien-
tations and availability of resources, particularly those of time, money, 
and human skills. Opportunities offered by the market for housing materi-
als and services may also influence choices between home production and 
hiring paid labor. 
The present study was an attempt to identify ways in which the human 
values and family characteristics of husbands and wives who are home owners 
in Ames, Iowa, are associated with the uses of market and nonmarket labor 
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for upkeep and improvements in housing. The investigator's search of 
available literature resulted in little information concerning this prob-
lem, either with respect to Ames or elsewhere. Yet, every homeowner house-
hold has to make decisions between home production and hiring the work 
done. The question is, "Are there special types of households that tend to 
do their own work more often than others? If so, what are the unique char-
acteristics of those who are prone to housing production for no pay?" "Are 
those who believe that they have the skills essential for making certain 
kinds of repairs and improvements more inclined to do what is needed them-
selves and, if not, why not?" "Do certain family characteristics more than 
others affect the choice of whether to do or not to do improvements and 
repairs themselves and, if so, can families be typed and their amounts of 
housing production measured?" 
Answers to questions such as these could be useful to school adminis-
trators when planning adult education programs; to business firms when 
anticipating demand for their materials, equipment, and services; and to 
public policy-makers when making decisions concerning regulation and taxa-
tion of owner-occupied housing. 
Also, under current conditions of energy shortages in our nation, 
improvements of dwellings to conserve on energy has become one of the ways 
of coping with the energy problem. In this relation, a variety of uses 
could be made of knowledge of family value patterns, personal perceptions 
of family skills for making housing improvements, kinds of improvements 
families have made and expect to make in the future, and family attributes, 
housing characteristics, value orientations, and skills related to improve-
ment patterns. 
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The importance of human values and of housing improvements becomes 
more relevant when we recognize that, in 1964, the average unpaid output of 
the American family was estimated at $3,929 (Sirageldin, 1969, p. 53) or 
about 50 percent of their disposable income. This estimate included both 
housework and home production (maintenance, repair, and improvement). It 
goes a long way toward pointing out the potential dollar value of repairs 
and improvements to those families who make them themselves. What these 
numbers do not explain is whether or not there are special groups of people 
with special family characteristics, including human values and personal 
skills, who are more apt to fall into this category of home producers of 
housing. 
The special aim of this study was to identify which of several family 
characteristics are associated with the extent to which improvements are 
made and whether they are produced by home (nonmarket) labor or paid (mar-
ket) labor. The central question to be answered by the present study is, 
"What circumstances are associated with tendencies of families in Ames, 
Iowa, to hopefully reduce money expenditures on housing by substituting use 
of their own time and human resources?" Answers were also sought to the 
following questions: 
1. What kinds of housing repairs and improvements are made, regard-
less of the source of labor used? 
2. Assuming that families differ considerably in tendencies to make 
improvements, how are these tendencies associated with value ori-
entations and the home improvement skills of the husband and Wife, 
as well as with certain demographic and socioeconomic characteris-
tics? 
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3. Are human values, personal skills, and other family characteris-
tics significantly associated with tendencies of families to use 
nonmarket labor for making their own housing repairs and improve-
ments? 
To achieve these general objectives, a survey was focused on homeowner fam,-
ili_es __ in Ames, _I~wa, in which_ both husbands and wives were residing in the 
home. Data were obtained in April, 1974. 
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Conceptual Background 
Introduction 
When researching within a conceptual framework, it becomes necessary 
to define the various terms and then to formulate ways of obtaining empiri-
cal measurements for them. In order to identify these concepts, it is well 
to look at what has been reported in the literature so that previous knowl-
edge may be drawn upon for insight and substantive structure of the 
intended study. The areas in which knowledge was needed as a basic back-
ground for the present study were: human values (personal and housing); 
family characteristics that may affect the process of housing, the physical 
features of the dwelling unit and its quality; the maintenance, repair, and 
improvement activities of the family on their dwelling unit; and the human 
skills needed to make such repairs and improvements. Each of these areas 
was searched in the literature and is considered in the pages that follow. 
Human Values 
Personal Values 
In the past, several approaches have been used in an attempt to iden-
tify and measure both personal and housing values. The broad concept of 
values has been interpreted by a variety of definitions and methods of 
measurement. For purposes of research, the term "values" needs precise 
definition. In the discussion which follows, several prevalent conceptual-
izations from the literature are presented. 
Looking back over studies that have been made in the field of values, 
one of the initial concerns about human values and their measurement comes 
from Vernon and Allport (1931). To compare groups of people, they used a 
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system for ranking value-related statements in six value areas including 
those that were primarily theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social, politi-
cal, and religious. Since this initial study, values have continued to 
appear as part of research but have remained intangible and abound in dif-
ferences of number, definition, and methods of determination. 
After looking through the literature, one comes back with teeming num-
bers of statements and definitions about values. For example, Cutler (1947, 
p. 5) saw values as the root of human motivation while Kluckhohn (1951, 
p. 395) said, "a value is a conception, explicit or implicit, distinctive 
of an individual or characteristic of a group, of the desirable which 
influences the selection from available modes, means, and ends of action." 
Others, such as Williams (1967, p. 20), within the context of individuals 
in a group, saw values as "generalized criteria of important causal compo-
nents in an individual's conduct and in the functioning of social systems." 
He believed that values were manifest in human behavior and that they 
emerge from experience, with the proportion of behavior which could be 
accounted for by values varying with situations. Williams also felt that 
values were continually changing, affected by the things around us such as 
the communication media. In much the same vein, Downer et a1. (1968) saw 
values as changing but along the line of stages in the life cycle of the 
family involved. She found that dominant values change as family life 
cycle changed. Her study discovered that the values ranged from a family 
centered theme in families with preschool children to individuality, pri-
vacy, and equality with families of school age children to the personal and 
social orientation of retirees. Rokeach (1973, p. 5), who used probably 
the most refined instrument to measure values of cultural groups, noted 
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that "if values were completely stable, individual and social change would 
be impossible." Change should be related to the stages of family life 
cycle and cultural background of individuals. Both of these change as do 
the people involved and the particular group. 
Still others such as Baier and Rescher (1969, p. 108) have said that 
"choices manifest preferences which in turn mirror values." Schiebe (1970, 
p. 63) saw values as "the evaluation of adequacy of performance" and noted 
that if values are defined and held constant, variations in behavior will 
correspond to variation in expectancies. From this point of view, role 
expectations are translations of beliefs and values. Hutcheon (1972, 
pp. 172, 180) saw the study of values as the key to a more adequate under-
standing of man in society. He says: 
if values provide the key to that organization of stored experi-
ence within the organism by means of which the 'self' evolves, 
and to selection and shaping of current experience that makes 
every individual a unique bundle of potential responses, then it 
is folly to imagine that such values can be identified in isola-
tion from concrete behavioral choices in which they are manifest. 
He notes that values are learned criteria that predispose persons to act as 
they do and that values can be identified only in so far as regularities can 
be discerned. 
Smith (1969, pp. 100, 102) declared that when we talk of values and 
valuing, we are confronted with persons in the process of selection or 
choice with respect to objects. He said, "personal values in the present 
sense are attitudes, but they are a special kind of attitude functioning as 
standards by which choices are evaluated." He felt it important that peo-
pIe's superego values are primitive and not accessible to awareness without 
distortion but that careful verbalization can be used in an interview situ-
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ation to approach personal values. This verbalization of values can then 
be used to measure and predict behavior as well as attributes of person-
a1ity of an individual. 
Beyer (1959, p. 4) and the Cornell Values Study group drew up what 
they considered the generic characteristics of values before they began 
their study of values as related to housing and the family. Their list, 
which includes ten characteristics of values, contains the following ideas. 
Values are conceptual, have an emotional element, are one aspect of human 
goals, affect choices and actions, mayor may not be part of a system, and 
tend to affect behavior and endure through time. 
Schlater (1969, p. 6), in her study of decision making in family life, 
dealt with values in terms of choice making. She said that values: 
1. are conceptualizations or abstractions drawn from the meld of 
an individual's immediate experience, 
2. deal with what is thought desirable, and 
3. affect an individual's selection among possible courses of 
action. 
In this way, Schlater and each of the others saw values as being affected 
by outside experiences and as affecting actions and behavior. 
But, in order to look at values, one must make certain assumptions. 
Some of these assumptions, as summed up by Rokeach (1973, p. 3), include: 
that the total number of values is small, that all men have the same values 
but in varying degrees, that values can be organized into systems, and that 
they will be manifest in all behavior. Rokeach (1973, p. 5) also noted 
that "if values were completely stable, individuals and social change would 
be impossible." In addition to the Rokeach assumptions, Schlater (1969, 
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p. 3) also assumed that values were one of the governing factors in dec i-
sion making, are relatively stable, and could be identified. 
If, as Schlater and Rokeach indicate, values can be identified and 
organized in systems, what are the functions of values? Some of the pos-
sible answers that come from the literature are: 
1. "as standards to guide conduct" (Rokeach, 1973, p. 13). 
2. "to guide presentation of self to other" (Goffman, 1959). 
3. "central area of study of the comparison process" (Festinger, 
1954). 
4. "as a more economical tool for describing similarities or 
differences of persons, groups, notions, or cultures" 
(Rokeach, 1968b, p. 14). 
As a result of the variety of definitions and discussions of personal 
values found in the literature, it was necessary to choose a definition for 
values in the present study. One that is fairly precise, yet also general, 
and can serve as a basis from which to wor~, comes from Rokeach (1968a, 
p. 160) who defines a value as, "an enduring belief that a specific mode of 
conduct or end state of existence is personally or socially preferable to 
an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end state of existence." 
Rokeach then divided this definition into two categories such that the "end 
states of existence" became the "terminal values" and the "modes of con-
duct" became the "instrumental values." Rokeach (1968b, p. 23), beginning 
with two lists of 12 items each, tested them for reliability and gradually 
expanded the lists. Later Rokeach and Parker (1970) delineated a ranking 
of personal values which consisted of two l8-item lists of personal values. 
All items had a reliability of .60 or greater and were tested and retested 
with a variety of control groups. Of the two l8-item lists derived, one 
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list involved terminal values, the other was focused on instrumental 
values. Each of these 36 values he considered to be generally a socially 
desirable value. 
As indicated by many of the authors cited, values are considered as 
having an effect on the choices and behavior of individuals and families. 
In relating values to the family as a unit, Farber (1961, p. 280) noted: 
The family with complete consensus, if it did exist, would 
be one in which all values were similarly ordered or ranked by 
all its members. For any given decision to meet a critical 
event, alternative means might be questioned or devised, but the 
ends would be agreed upon. Within the family, hence, there would 
be a mutual support of value ordering. The community of value 
would then provide during crisis a strong sense of identity among 
the family members and, therefore, a strong motive for recipro-
cating roles appropriately would exist. 
In much the same context, Montgomery et ale (1959, p. 45) and others 
believed that dominant values also worked as selective factors in influenc-
ing the kinds of houses people lived in. 
Housing Values 
Cutler (1947, p. 6) devised a list of assumptions that she considered 
necessary in deriving a set of housing values. She stated that, in looking 
at values as they related to housing, one makes the following assumptions: 
1. that a home value is a condition of the home which offers an 
individual or a family maximum enhancement of home life, 
2. that a home is a compound of various conditions of values, 
3. that in any home various values may be present to a large or 
small degree in a pattern unique to each home, 
4. that the home values of greatest importance to the individual 
and family should be allowed for in the structure of the 
house so it will contribute maximally to the type of living 
desired, 
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5. that it is possible, by use of a paired comparison technique 
(or any technique) to determine the relative importance of 
one's values and to establish a family pattern made up of 
patterns of its members, and 
6. that a knowledge of the relative importance of home values 
will enable the family to recognize specific features in a 
home which yield maximum satisfaction. 
In her study of 50 families, Cutler also found what she considered enough 
difference in values of husbands and wives to warrant asking them sepa-
rately about their values as they related to housing and then comparing the 
responses. She also found that values varied by income. Health, safety, 
and economy were most important to spouses in low-income families, health 
and comfort to those at middle-income levels, and comfort and friendship in 
upper-income families. 
In other studies along the same line as that of Cutler, Montgomery 
et al. (1959) found that, in the families of Garfield County, Oklahoma, the 
dominant family values as related to housing were comfort, economy, and 
family centeredness. Studies of other populations, such as Beyer et a1. 
(1955) in New York State, identified four dominant values including family 
centeredness, economy, privacy, and prestige. Rainwater's 1964 study of 
low-income families revealed the dominant values were safety, privacy, and 
security. Vars (1969) used Beyer's nine values and found that 75 percent 
of the families ranked economy or equality as the single most important 
value, and 62 percent ranked social prestige least. 
The importance of values in housing has been established through a 
number of studies made in the past and is expressed in the statement by 
Montgomery that "no sector of American life more faithfully portrays its 
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major values than its dwellings, neighborhoods, and cOIIlIIlunities" 
(Montgomery, 1967, p. 7). 
Of all the studies of housing and values that were examined by the 
present writer, possibly the most noteworthy was that of Beyer (1959). In 
this study of six rural New York counties, Beyer focused on nine values: 
family centrism, equality, physical health, economy, freedom, aesthetics, 
prestige, mental health, and leisure. He examined the relationship of 
these values to housing satisfaction and housing quality. In his study, a 
survey was made of 1,760 families with children under 21 at home, who owned 
their own homes, and had lived there for 30 days or more. Samples were 
drawn from selected small town and farm families in New York State. Using 
value-weighted housing statements to do his research, Beyer concluded that 
value orientations have direct influence on our individual and particular 
housing requirements. He also concluded that, though these requirements 
may vary for families, they do suggest a need for designing housing that 
will fit the needs and interests of families more adequately. 
Montgomery et al., also in 1959, did their study of Garfield County, 
Oklahoma, which included 212 families. Their study centered on three domi-
nant housing values: comfort, economy, and family centeredness. These 
dominant values were determined by using a scale on which family members 
rate each of six values as: "very important," "fairly important," and "not 
very important." In relating these values to the area of housing, 
Montgomery et al. (1959, p. 43) made the following statement: 
It is believed that the dominant values work as selective 
factors in influencing the kinds of houses people live in, the 
degree of satisfaction with the house, the improvements made and 
anticipated and the kinds of new houses being built. 
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Montgomery used only the three dominant values in the field of housing as 
important instead of the nine Beyer found in his New York study in 1959. 
He also put forth some statements concerning further research, which may 
serve as partial justification of this researcher's study as related to 
values and housing improvements. 
In a later study, Meeks (1972) sought to identify the values that mid-
dle socioeconomic families held as important when planning the selection of 
their living environments, the kind and extent of planning used in the 
selection process, and the relationship of planning and values in the fam-
ily environmental process. To elicit value responses related to housing, 
Meeks used five general value categories (social, economic, aesthetic, 
prestige, and personal). She had respondents rank these values and react 
to value-weighted situations. In her sample of 53 homemakers, she found 
that "planning on one level reflected planning at other levels"; however, 
because of the size of her sample, further study would be required to 
determine the effects of value orientations on a larger sample of broader 
than middle-class scope. 
Grady (1967), in her study of lower-income families, found that they 
valued the same things in their housing as would other Americans. In order 
of importance, they ranked the following five housing values as most impor-
tant to them: economy and convenience highest, aesthetic, family centered-
ness, privacy and personal freedom, and health and safety lowest. She also 
noted that many of the improvements families made in their housing were 
made to adapt the housing to family needs that, basically, emerge from 
values. 
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Housing Improvements 
When turning to home improvements and their relationships to values as 
well as to various family characteristics (including human skill), it is 
evident that very little research has been done in this particular area. 
Beyer, in his study of rural housing in five New York counties in 1952, 
looked at maintenance, repairs, and improvements. An area in this study 
where Beyer found responses related to the present study is that of "se1f-
help" guides to permit the homeowner to do their own work. Two areas of 
the present study that Beyer did not touch upon were (a) who made the hous-
ing improvements and (b) the skills husbands and wives had or needed to 
perform the improvement or repair themselves. Beyer did conclude, however, 
that the farmers in his study were interested in guides which would aid 
them in helping themselves in upkeep and remodeling of their homes. 
The house is a dwelling unit which, in order to retain or improve its 
value, constantly must be maintained, repaired, and improved. Of the fami-
lies Beyer (1952, p. 34) surveyed, 63 percent had painted or papered and, 
of these families, two-thirds had done the work themselves using family 
labor. In addition, 32 percent did roofing and 41 percent did exterior 
painting. Only in a very low percentage of the cases was part of the work 
done by the family and part by someone outside of the family. 
Lansing and Morgan (1955, p. 44) found in their 1953 study that 58 
percent of the families studied made repairs or additions to their homes. 
Freeman (1955, pp. 8, 19) found that the amount of money spent for housing 
improvements and repairs rose from $72 in 1940 to $325 in 1949. Even when 
the dollar was adjusted for price change, the amount spent rose from $72 in 
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1940 to $148 in 1949 or more than double, "As cash outlay increased the 
percentage spent for housing improvements and repairs increased." 
Montgomery et al. (1959, p. 25), after finding that 61 percent of the 
212 families they interviewed had made or planned to make $25 or more 
improvements in their homes in the 12 months prior to or following their 
study, made the following comment: "There is a great need for systematic 
research on the adoption of housing improvement practices •.•• " They 
(Montgomery et al., 1959, p. 25) also noted that the amount of housing 
improvement has little meaning unless the types of improvements are con-
sidered. In their study of Garfield County, Oklahoma, they found that 49 
percent were routine repairs and maintenance, and over 50 percent of the 
maintenance was in the form of painting or papering the interior. 
Montgomery et al. also found that about 50 percent of the families surveyed 
had made improvement in the past 12 months, and about 40 percent planned to 
do so in the next 12 months. 
Montgomery et al. noted one other factor of improvement which must be 
considered as well, that being the time resource. They said (1959, p. 25), 
"For almost any farmer (or any homeowner), improving his dwelling presents 
a special dilemma because it involves time and money which might profitably 
be spent on improving the farm (or elsewhere)." 
Meeks in her 1972 study of human capital and housing improvements 
looked at the economic value of homeowners who do their own repairs and 
improvements and she stated: 
the home owner performs uncompensated services of considerable 
economic significance. These activities probably compete mainly 
with leisure rather than paid regular employment of the home 
owner and so represent an increase in output. 
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Meeks also noted the need to recognize the human related resources, among 
which she included time, money, and skills. Each of these she related to 
housing improvements as follows: 
1. Time 
Time is a resource. Its use in the 'do it yourself' area 
cannot be neatly dichotimized as leisure or work. 
The home owner performs uncompensated services of consider-
able economic significance. These activities probably com-
pete mainly with leisure rather than paid regular employment 
of the home owner and so represent an increase in output. 
2. Money 
Money goes for materials, equipment and hired help. 
3. Skill 
The level of skill and interest in learning new skills or 
improving possessed skills will probably influence the kind 
of activities he undertakes. 
Meeks points out those elements of human capital that are important in 
determining the value of and reasons why people do their own home improve-
ments. 
Human capital, however, is one of the areas involved in home improve-
ment, repair, and maintenance that has received little attention in the 
literature. It represents the economic value of work done by the family in 
the home. Most writings on human capital in the literature deal with its 
value within the industrial framework and what industry can gain from an 
investment in the abilities of its workers to perform on the job. Some of 
what has been written seems to apply also to situations of home production. 
Becker (1964, p. 163), in his writings on human capital, noted "Some per-
sons tend to earn more because they invest more of themselves." This 
statement, when applied to human production at home, seems to apply equally 
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well. Any work the family does will add to their spendable income by sav-
ing the cost of someone else's labor. 
Sirageldin (1969, p. 59) in his writings on nonmarket labor noted the 
following: 
We assume that the family, given its preference function and 
its basic constraints (i.e., supply conditions) and given the 
market and institutional constraints (i.e., demand conditions), 
makes a set of interrelated decisions that could be interpreted 
as a set of sequential decisions. First, a decision is made 
about the type and amount of market activities done by the vari-
ous members of the family that determines its total money income. 
Second, a decision is made about the type and amount of non-mar-
ket activities that determine its full income as well as the type 
and amount of its consumptive and leisure activities. Consump-
tive and leisure activities require both time and goods and ser-
vices whether produced at home or purchased in the market. 
Sirageldin (1959, p. 56) viewed "full family income" as the total of the 
family's disposable income, the value of unpaid production activities done 
or received by family members, and the value of the families' car service. 
In other words, the total market and nonmarket economic resources at the 
disposal of income-consumer-family units is "full family income." In his 
study, Sirageldin found many interesting results which come to bear on the 
value of home production. He found that in 1965 the mean value of house-
work and home production totaled $3,523 plus a mean disposable income of 
$8,115, making a total of $11,638. The addition of nonmarket income to 
disposable income tends to reduce the degree of income inequality. 
Sirageldin (1969, p. 64) found that "People faced with constraints in their 
market activities strive to improve their standards of living by increasing 
their non-market production activities." 
At about the same time as the Sirageldin report was released, the 
President's Committee on Urban Housing (1969, p. 115) reported that "5% of 
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the monthly occupancy costs for a conventional single family house is for 
maintenance and repair." This, added to 16 percent for utilities, 26 per-
cent for taxes, and 53 percent for debt retirement, made a total of 100 
percent. It was also reported that the durability of housing leads to a 
level of expenditure for maintenance and repairs that is usually high when 
compared to most other goods. This makes housing and its upkeep an expense 
which takes a large percentage of the family income, but an expense which 
is necessary to forestall deterioration of the unit. 
Smith (1970) in his study of the social and economic elements of hous-
ing felt a need for more standard definitions in the area of housing eco-
nomics. He indicated that one of the areas which surely must be considered 
as a part of the economics of housing was that of repairs and improvements. 
He noted the need to consider the market in the microeconomic sense as a 
place for transacting services to the housing user and in the macroeconomic 
sense as one element of the total housing sector. Smith also noted that 
the working man was much more likely to have a "do-it-yourself" workshop in 
his horne for upkeep and improvement than was a professional person. 
Both human values and housing per se affect the behavior of individu-
als and families in particular situations, the kinds of choices they make 
between given alternatives, and how they feel about themselves and others. 
But, other things such as their particular family attributes, the charac-
teristics of their housing, and their personal skills will also affect the 
type and quantity of improvements that an individual family makes in their 
home. 
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Family Characteristics 
Demographic 
What improvements, repairs, and maintenance are or are not made, how 
they are made, and who makes them depends on the values and family charac-
teristics or housing characteristics of the family and the home they live 
in. Kain and Meyer (1968, p. 178) wrote, " •.• we have virtually no idea how 
expenditures for maintenance and renovation vary by type of property and 
type of household." In this vein, Turner (1972, p. 159) noted the need to 
view housing as representing action and saw values in the roles that pro-
cedures and products play in people's lives. That is: 
if housing is perceived as functions of what housing does in the 
lives of its users - of the roles which the process plays in 
their life history - and not in the material qualities of physi-
cal products, then material worth of the objects and their manner 
of production are highly dependent on highly variable use. 
In his 1952 housing research, Beyer (1952, p. 6) said: 
with regard to maintenance, repair and alteration work under-
taken since families moved into their present houses, it has been 
found that, while income level of the family has a considered 
effect on the work done, it is less important than some other 
factors. 
Some of the other factors that Beyer found to affect housing improvements 
were the condition of the house and the age and education of homeowners. 
He also concluded that family income had limited influence on the degrees 
to which family members did repairs themselves. Two other conclusions 
(Beyer, 1952, p. 34) arrived at in this study that may have bearing on the 
present study are: 
1. there is necessarily a higher degree of self-help among fami-
lies in the lowest income group because they do not have the 
income or savings with which to pay to have the work done. 
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2. aside from farm families, families in the upper income group 
are more likely to hire outside help. 
Montgomery et al. (1959), in their study of Garfield County, Oklahoma, 
noted several other characteristics which they felt definitely were related 
to housing and its improvement. First, they found that homemakers under 45 
years of age were more apt to be interested in making improvements. 
Secondly, that those who had attended high school and college showed more 
tendency to be interested in improving. Third, they found a marked rela-
tionship between family income and improvements made and planned. Lastly, 
when socioeconomic status was used as an intervening variable with educa-
tion, having more education increased the tendency to improve among those of 
lower status but not for those of higher status. 
Sirageldin (1969) found that age, education, family structure, and 
race are all important determinates of family full income; that families 
with low incomes tend to produce more at home either to improve or to 
achieve a given level of consumption; that larger families tend to have 
high nonmarket income relative to disposable income; and that older, col-
lege level people have less home production value in their income. 
Schlater (1969) found that the higher the level of education and 
income, the more autonomous the values a person had. Meeks found what she 
considered a direct relationship between housing quality and social class. 
She said (Meeks, 1972, p. 35): 
Managers, professionals and proprietors have the best qual-
ity and best maintained homes. White collar or clerical workers 
have the better quality and better maintained home than blue-
collar workers even though income may differ little. Degree of 
exposure to education is related to the quality of housing. Edu-
cation levels of white collar workers are usually higher than 
blue-collar workers. Wasson suggests that social class is more 
closely related to expenditure patterns than income. 
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Socioeconomic Status 
As noted above, socioeconomic status was one of the types of family 
characteristics often found to be associated with housing situations and 
values. Larson and Sutker (1966) in their study of values found that 
values varied with socioeconomic level. When reports of several research-
ers who dealt with socioeconomic status as a variable were examined, it was 
found that either income alone or various combinations of income, educa-
tion, type of occupation, housing status, community participation, and 
ethnic background have been used. Among these, money income, educational 
level, and occupational type were used most frequently and in various com-
binations. 
In the area of health behavior, Hollingshead (1957) developed an index 
based on the two factors of education and occupation. Also, from a sample 
of 1,592 California families with at least one child under five, Green 
et al. (1970) developed additional indices in the health field that would 
account for more variables such as ethnic background and income status. 
However, the Hollingshead combination of educational level and occupational 
type seems to be the measure most frequently used in recent years as an 
indicant of socioeconomic status. 
Sriramlu (1973, p. 2) noted in her research that social stratification 
may focus on such dimensions as power and authority, occupational prestige, 
income and wealth, education and knowledge, cultural accomplishments, fam-
ily background, ethnic status, tastes, attitudes, beliefs, and values. In 
her study of socioeconomic status as related to the value orientations of 
wives on small town families of Southwest Iowa, Sriramlu (1973, p. 79) 
found that measures for disposable money income, average educational level 
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of the husband and wife, and occupational type of the main earner were 
associated with two housing quality scores, one based on ratings of the 
interviewer and the other on judgments of the respondent. Correlation 
coefficients based on standardized data showed that the correlations 
between the interviewer's housing quality scores and disposable money 
income, average education of husband and wife, and occupation of the main 
earner were r = .43, r = .30, and r = .28, respectively. Correlation of 
the respondent's score with the same three items resulted in r = .36 for 
income, r = .23 for education, and r = .11 for occupation. By combining 
these five variables, she derived a socioeconomic status score for which 
the reliability coefficient was .72. 
After considering the variables and numerous indices for measuring 
socioeconomic status, three indicants were chosen as most appropriate for 
the current study. These were education as measured by the number of years 
of schooling and degree, income as measured by annual dollar income after 
taxes, and occupation as measured by the Green et al. (1970) occupational 
index. A combination of these three indicators was used to derive a score 
for socioeconomic status. 
Housing Improvement Skills 
Skill is another factor that functions when a family decides whether 
or not to take on improvements and repairs in their own home. Becker 
(1964, pp. 153, 8), in his study of human capital, found that "older per-
sons tend to invest more of themselves than others" and also that "Earnings 
typically increase with age at a decreasing rate. Both the rate of 
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increase and the rate of retardation tend to be positively related to the 
level of skills." 
Turner (1972, p. 154), in his effort to look at what housing was, 
noted: "No house can be built and maintained without land, tools and 
materials, skilled labor, and a system of exchange which allows users to 
obtain resources they don't have themselves." But much difference exists 
between what people want and what producers, distributors, and technicians 
of housing want. Perhaps a level of skill within the family membership can 
serve to narrow this difference and thus more closely enable the family to 
meet its housing needs. 
Housing Characteristics 
Housing characteristics should be considered when studying factors 
associated with housing improvement. One of the most obvious items that is 
important here, as noted by Beyer (1952), is the condition of the house. 
If the state of repair of the house is good, then the amount of repair 
needed is less. Among houses in poor condition, work is confined to less 
costly jobs unless it is required for adequate shelter. Most costly work 
is not necessary for adequate shelter, such as adding a new room. Beyer 
(1952) also noted that families in the upper-income bracket tended to 
maintain their houses in a good state of repair; however, he didn't con-
sider income the most important index. One element which Beyer did mention 
as an obvious factor in the condition of housing was the age of the house. 
Sirageldin (1969) also noted that people who do their own repairs are 
better able to afford more of the luxuries of life. He found that people, 
faced with constraints of income, would strive to increase their standard 
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of living by increasing their household production activities. One of the 
necessary elements to enable them to do this was having the needed skills. 
Montgomery et a1. (1959, pp. 29, 30), in their study in Garfield 
County, Oklahoma, found almost no seeking of advice or information from 
more technically competent sources such as contractors, architects, or 
extension personnel, but 82 percent of the families listed the sources of 
their information and skill as either a direct previous experience in the 
family or as observation of others. They found that 50 percent of the work 
was done by the family; also, in 75 percent of the cases, the family did 
all or part of the work. 
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Structure of the Study 
Specific Objectives 
One of the next problems when designing a study is to decide specifi-
cally what to study and why. In other words, what specific goals or objec-
tives should the study aim to achieve? The present study was designed as 
an initial step in developing an instrument that could be used to determine 
the extent to which homeowners perceive and make use of their personal 
skills when considering or making needed improvements, maintenance, and 
repairs in their housing. In the study, an attempt was also made to learn 
how these perceived skills, and their use, were affected by human values of 
the homeowners and how the skills might be related to various family and 
housing characteristics of individual families. The specific objectives of 
the study were: 
1. To ascertain the demographic characteristics of the homeowners. 
2. To determine the extent to which homeowners have made and expect 
to make housing improvements. 
3. To determine the extent to which improvements that were made were 
achieved by self-help production of family members rather than by 
services available in the market (community). 
4. To learn the self-help perceptions of husbands and wives with 
respect to: (a) their current skills that might be used in making 
housing improvements, (b) the likelihood of their using these 
skills if their housing situation required such skills, and 
(c) their interests in future training for development of existing 
and new skills related to home production. 
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5. To identify likenesses and differences of scores of husbands and 
wives with respect to three types of human values: (a) terminal, 
(b) instrumental, and (c) housing. 
6. To determine the association of the proneness of families to 
improve their housing with: (a) demographic attributes, (b) human 
values, (c) housing improvement skills, and (d) housing character-
istics. 
7. To determine the association of tendencies to use self-help pro-
duction when making housing improvements with: (a) demographic 
attributes, (b) human values, (c) housing improvement skills, and 
(d) housing characteristics. 
Using the information gained from achieving the above objectives, it 
was hoped that measures could be developed that would indicate a family's 
proneness toward housing improvements and repairs using family production 
rather than market labor. Later in this section, these objectives were 
used in formulating the general and null hypotheses used to test and ana-
lyze the data gathered. 
Variables 
From the literature reviewed, it was apparent that certain indicants 
would be most applicable for studying housing improvements and the skills 
and tendencies of homeowners to use those skills. Related to this, it was 
also necessary to consider certain demographic attributes and housing char-
acteristics of the population as they relate to self-help production. The 
variables chosen for use in this study are listed below. 
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Demographic attributes ------------ age of respondents 
education of respondents 
occupation of main earner 
money income of the family 
socioeconomic status 
family size 
Housing characteristics ----------- age of house 
number of rooms 
number of years resided there 
housing quality--
contact person's scores 
respondent's scores 
dollar value of the house--
census block average 
respondent's estimate 
Human values ---------------------- personal--
terminal 
instrumental 
housing 
Sources of information ------------ media 
personal contacts 
Housing improvement skills -------- self-perception 
tendencies to use 
Housing improvements 
(made and planned) 
repairs 
maintenance 
improvements 
After using these variables for initial study and development of a ques-
tionnaire, the number of variables to be analyzed in detail was chosen. 
Using these selected variables, a conceptual model was derived (see Fig-
ure 1). 
Hypotheses 
The hypotheses used for this study are rather specific in nature. 
They have been drawn from the specific objectives and the information 
gathered with the questionnaire. The more general ones are stated first 
followed by a grid of the empirical hypotheses (Table 1). A completed copy 
Family Attributes 
Human Values 
Housing Characteristics 
Personal Skills 
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Conceptual Model 
are not 
associated 
with 
Housing Production 
Input Score (HPI) 
Self-help Housing 
Production Rate (SHPR) 
Self-help Housing 
Production Input Score 
(SHPI) 
Tendencies-to-Use 
Skills Index (TTUS) 
Figure 1. Model of the null hypotheses using the associations of family 
and housing variables with housing improvement scores 
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Table 1 
Grid for Empirical Hypothesis, in Null Form 
Empirical hypotheses in 
null form for the five 
Variables hypothesized as not associated l eneral hvpotheses 
with general hypotheses I a n b IIIc IVd Ve 
A. DemograEhic attributes: 
1. Age of husband 
2. Socioeconomic status 
B. Human values: 
1. Terminal values of husbands 
2. Terminal values of wives 
3. Instrumental values of husbands 
4. Instrumental values of wives 
5. Housing values of husbands 
6. Housing values of wives 
C. Housing imErovement skills: 
1. Husbands 
2. Wives 
D. Housing characteristics: 
1. Contact person's score for housing 
quality 
2. Respondent's score for housing qual-
ity 
3. Respondent's estimate of $-value 
4. 1970 census block average $-value 
aScores for family tendencies to make housing improvements during the 
past two and the coming two years are not associated with variables repre-
sented by the cells. 
bSelf-help housing production rates are not associated with empirical 
variables represented in the cells. 
cSelf-help housing production input scores are not associated with 
empirical variables represented in the cells. 
d Husbands' tendency-to-use skills indexes are not associated with 
empirical variables represented in the cells. 
eWives' tendency-to-use skills indexes are not associated with empiri-
cal variables represented in the cells. 
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of the Grid of Hypotheses can be found in the chapter on interpretation of 
data. 
GH-I: 
GH-II: 
Scores for family tendencies to have made housing improvements 
during the past two and the coming two years are not significantly 
associated with scores for: 
A. demographic attributes of the family; 
B. human values; 
c. housing improvement skills of husbands and wives; and 
D. characteristics of the family's housing. 
Scores for family tendencies to have made housing improvements 
with self-help labor versus hiring the work done are not signifi-
cantly associated with scores for: 
A. demographic attributes of the family; 
B. human values; 
C. housing improvement skills of husbands and wives; and 
D. characteristics of the family's housing. 
GH-III: Scores for family tendencies to have made housing improvements 
with self-help labor versus hiring the work done as weighted by 
quantity of improvements made are not significantly associated 
with scores for: 
A. demographic attributes of the family; 
B. human values; 
C. housing improvement skills of husbands and wives; and 
D. characteristics of the family's housing. 
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GH-IV: Scores for the extents to which husbands have specific skills and 
their expectations of using those skills are significantly associ-
ated with scores for: 
GH-V: 
A. demographic attributes of the family; 
B. human values; 
C. housing improvement skills of husbands and wives; and 
D. characteristics of the family's housing. 
Scores for the extents to which wives have specific skills and 
their expectations of using those skills are not significantly 
associated with scores for: 
A. demographic attributes of the family; 
B. human values; 
C. housing improvement skills of husbands and wives; and 
D. characteristics of the family's housing. 
Assumptions ~ Limitations 
The design of any systematic study is based on various assumptions and 
limitations, whether or not they are adequately recognized and expressed. 
The assumptions underlying the present study were that: 
1. the sample selected would be representative of families in Ames, 
Iowa, who own their own homes in part or full equity and have both 
husbands and wives present. 
2. the research instrument used would produce adequate and valid 
information in terms of: 
a. independent responses by husbands and wives when both were 
questioned, 
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b. adequacy of information and truthfullness of the respondents 
in answering the questionnaire, and 
c. the indicators and measures used for demographic attributes, 
housing characteristics, skills, and values. 
3. the statistical tools selected for description and analysis would 
produce results on which sound generalizations could be made. 
4. changes over time take place slowly with respect to: 
a. family and housing characteristics and 
b. patterns of housing improvements made and sources of labor 
used for achieving them; therefore, the results of the study 
should be applicable for some time in the future. 
If these assumptions were reasonable, then the data and findings should be 
sound and applicable to the housing situation for some time into the future 
with respect to homeowner families in Ames in which both husbands and wives 
were present residents of homes. Findings would then be satisfactory for 
use in public policy making and program planning for housing improvement 
among families of this type in Ames. 
It is difficult to design and conduct research where certain limita-
tions of methods, procedures, and so forth do not result in some lack of 
complete participant or data control. At the outset of this study, several 
limitations had to be accepted because of restrictions of time, money, and 
methods available. Among these were: 
1. Exclusion of several types of households from the study such as 
single parent households, relatives other than husbands and wives 
living together, unrelated persons sharing a household, and single 
persons. A random sample of all households in Ames was desirable 
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but not feasible because a much larger sample would have been 
necessary to obtain data representative of all these types of 
households. 
2. obtaining data by having respondents fill out and return the com-
pleted questionnaires instead of personal interviews with each 
respondent. This also increased the possibility of failure to 
adequately complete and return the questionnaires or for one party 
to complete both husband and wife sections of the questionnaire. 
3. that analysis of the data will be incomplete, and perhaps more 
refined measures could have been used that were not because of 
restrictions on time and money. This was intended to be a devel-
opmental study to find ways to measure housing production input 
and skills, plus their general associations with a variety of fam-
ily and housing characteristics. 
Definitions 
~ family income: the sum of families' disposable income, the value of 
unpaid activities done or received by family members, 
and the value of family car services (Sirageldin, 
1969, p. 56). 
~ income: the sum of disposable income and total unpaid output 
(Sirageldin, 1969, p. 54). 
Housin&: 1. Housing is a commodity or activity. 
2. Housing is a process or activity which includes houses pro-
moted, built, and used. 
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3. Housing is perceived as a function of what it does in the 
lives of its users--of the roles which the process plays in 
their life history--and not the material (Turner, 1972, 
p. 159). 
Improvements: Expenditures which materially add to the value of the resi-
dence or appreciably prolong its life.(Meeks, 1972, p. 20). 
In this study, improvements will be used as an inclusive 
term including repairs and maintenance as well as actual 
improvements. 
Maintenance: To keep in an existing state or preserve from decline (Meeks, 
1972, p. 20). 
Repair: To restore to good or sound condition after decay or damage; to 
mend (Random House Dictionary, 1967, p. 1215). 
Socioeconomic status: The relative position of a family in a hierarchy 
designated by considering a combination of relevant 
social and economic characteristics. In this study, 
those elements will include annual money income, 
level of education, and occupation of the main 
earner. 
Value: An enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end state of 
existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or 
converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence (Rokeach, 1973, 
p. 5). What is thought desirable and affects an individual's 
selection among possible courses of action (Schlater, 1969, p. 6). 
Terminal value: End-states of existence - personal and social. 
Instrumental value: Modes of conduct - moral and competence. 
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Housing value: Values which affect the mode and method of viewing and 
using the dwelling unit. 
Value system: An enduring organization of beliefs concerning preferable 
modes of conduct or end-states of existence along a contin-
uum of relative importance (Rokeach, 1973, p. 5). 
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Procedure 
Procedures used in the conduct of the present study by the survey 
method are described in two sections. The first relates to collection of 
data, including development of the instrument, sampling, and administration 
of the instrument. In the second section on processing and analysis of 
data, attention is given to editing and coding the questionnaires that were 
returned, derivation of composite measures, and the statistical techniques 
used for description and analysis. 
Collection 2f~ 
Instrument Development 
In developing the instrument for obtaining information from husbands 
and wives of eligible households in the sample, the first of the 20-page 
form consisted of an orientation to the study and a checklist of four ques-
tions to determine eligibility of the household for the study. If a "No" 
answer was obtained for any of these questions, the contact person was to 
explain the reason for not continuing with the interview, thank the tempo-
rary respondent for his (her) time, and move on to the next address. 
Four types of information were considered essential to be covered in 
the instrument. The first section was to include questions to obtain gen-
eral information about the family and its housing such as ages of family 
members, number of persons in the family, age of the dwelling, how long the 
family had lived there, annual money income, and housing quality, plus an 
inventory of possible housing improvements and repairs the family had 
actually made during the past two years and planned to make during the next 
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two years. The list of improvements was adapted, with minor changes, from 
similar ones used in previous studies by Yearns (1972) and Meeks (1972). 
The second section of the instrument was concerned with sources of 
information families use to get the information they need when making hous-
ing repairs and improvements. A list of possible sources was derived from 
several previous studies, including one on diffusion of information con-
ducted at Iowa State University by Beal et al. (1960). In that study, farm 
owners were asked to list sources of information they had used when build-
ing a new home. This list was edited and extended for use in the present 
study (see Appendix A). 
Following the inventory of sources of information, a third section was 
developed to obtain a rating of the skills that the husband and the wife, 
respectively, felt he(she) had for repairing, maintaining, and improving 
their housing. This list of skills was developed by having several people 
go through the yellow pages of the Ames telephone book and list available 
skills for hire that were in any way related to human housing. These lists 
were then compared and combined. A few additions were made, using a list 
from the report of the President's Committee on Urban Housing (1969, 
p. 115). The final list of skills appears in Appendix A. The section 
was then set up to allow each husband and wife to rate his (her) skill at 
each task and also to rate the extent to which that skill would probably be 
used if the need for it arose in the near future. This format was used to 
provide information not only of the skills of husbands and wives but also 
of their tendencies to use each skill when making home improvements and 
repairs. 
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The last section of the instrument was devoted to human values of 
three types: terminal, instrumental, and housing. With respect to termi-
nal and instrumental values, Rokeach (1973) had already developed and 
tested a ranking scale of 18 items for terminal values and the same number 
for instrumental values. These lists of items were used for the present 
study. However, rather than having each respondent rank the value items by 
order of preference, the procedure used by Rokeach, the respondent was 
asked to decide how important each value represented by the item was to 
him(her). A number on a five-point continuum was to be circled; "l" repre-
sented "definitely important" and "5" connoted "definitely not important." 
The list of housing values was taken from one developed at Cornell 
University under the leadership of Beyer (1959). This list was then 
expanded by adding items for comfort, convenience, friendliness, and pri-
vacy, making a total of 13 items. Respondents were again asked to reply on 
a five-point continuum from "definitely important" to "definitely not 
important." 
After its original development, the instrument was pretested by the 
researcher with ten couples (husbands and wives). These couples were asked 
to respond to the questionnaire by answering all items and then to specify: 
(a) any items they did not understand; (b) any errors found; (c) the length 
of time needed to complete each section of the questionnaire; and (d) any 
questions they had about any of the items. The questionnaire was also 
viewed by several staff persons in the Family Environment Department. They 
were to check wording and content as well as structure. 
When all copies of the pretest questionnaire had been returned, they 
were examined for errors in wording and clarity, after which corrections 
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and revisions were made to create the final instrument. It was then repro-
duced on paper of different colors to color-code the sections. 
Sampling 
One of the original ideas for the study was to insure, as nearly as 
possible, a cross-section of a full range of socioeconomic levels and do1-
1ar-values of housing units. This information was to be used to determine 
if either had any association with human values or skills of husbands and 
wives. To help insure some diversity of background of housing unit values, 
the census block statistics for Ames were divided into three levels of 
average block values per unit. The three levels were (a) $20,500 and 
below, (b) from $20,600 to $27,100, and (c) above $27,100. The sample was 
then drawn as equally as possible from the three groups, using a table of 
random numbers. The blocks chosen contained a total of 1,701 owned housing 
units which, according to census definitions, is any housing unit where the 
owner or co-owner lives in the unit even if it is mortgaged or not fully 
paid for. Based on this definition, the number of owner occupied units in 
Ames was 5,277, including mobile homes and townhouses which are owned. For 
the purposes of this study, however, these two types of units were e1imi-
nated because exterior maintenance and repairs of townhouses are done by a 
homeowner's corporation and because it was felt that differences in size 
and materials made mobile homes a separate study. 
Of the 1,701 housing units in the blocks chosen, sampling was made at 
a rate determined as follows: 
actual number of units on the block 
3.6 x number of units present in the census 
block reports of the 1970 census 
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The actual number of units to be sampled in each block ranged from 0 to 24 
in the 70 blocks that had been chosen for the study. Following the choice 
of blocks to be used, a map was compiled of each of the blocks, and housing 
units were marked on the map, using lists from the Ames City Directory for 
1973-74. When this had been accomplished, a starting and a stopping point 
for each block was determined, using the sampling rate and a table of ran-
dom numbers to determine the starting point for each block and then count-
ing in a clockwise direction until the number of the sampling rate was 
reached. These housing units, plus any not on the map but included within 
the start to stop points of a segment, were used as the household contacts 
to be made in each block. 
Administration 2i the Instrument 
After being revised and reproduced, the questionnaire was administered 
by this investigator and three graduate students from the Family Environ-
ment Department. As these contact persons went from door to door, within 
each sample segment, the eligibility of each household was determined on 
the basis of the following questions: 
1. Do you own or are you buying this home? Yes No 
2. At the present time, are you and your husband(wife) 
both living here? Yes No 
3. Have you lived here at least two years? Yes No 
4. Do you plan to live here at least another year? Yes No 
Those who answered "Yes" to all four of the questions were considered eli-
gible to participate in the study. The questionnaire was explained to 
them, and they were asked to cooperate by filling out a copy of it. Either 
the husband or the wife could fill out the general section, but the husband 
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and the wife were to respond independently to their respective sections 
that related to human values and skills. 
The address and phone number of the responding household were recorded 
on the eligibility sheet, and a date and hour were set for the question-
naire to be picked up by a contact person. Following this, the contact 
person scored the quality of the family's housing, using a five-point scale 
for each of six items that were listed on the last page of the question-
naire. 
Processing ~ Analysis 2f ~ 
Editing ~ Coding 
After all of the questionnaires had been returned, they were sorted 
and checked by the investigator to be sure that they were complete and 
, 
internally consistent. The couples who returned questionnaires with incom-
plete information were called by phone and asked to report whatever infor-
mation was needed to complete the questionnaire. After this had been done, 
the questions were renumbered, and flow sheets of the coded data were pre-
pared so that data could be punched on computer cards for later computa-
tions. 
On pages eight and nine of the questionnaire, which covered the skills 
of husbands and wives and their tendencies to do their own housing improve-
ments, some revisions had to be made in the data. Some of the respondents 
seemed to have been confused by the direction of the continuum scores to be 
used for responding. In a number of cases, the answers seemed to contra-
dict each other; that is, an answer of "always" would be given as the ten-
dency to do something in the future when "no skill" had previously been 
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reported. In these cases, this researcher and her adviser edited answers 
of tendencies to apply the skill so it was consistent with possession of 
the skill. A second type of editing was also needed. When a tendency to 
use a skill was more than two steps above the score for possession of a 
skill, the tendency score was revised to a position only two steps above 
the level of the skill. 
As previously stated, as many as possible of the items in the ques-
tionnaire were precoded. For type of occupation and the open-end ques-
tions, this was not possible. Occupations of the main earner were typed 
and coded according to the system used by Green et a1. (1970), a procedure 
based on classifications used in the United States census. 
All of the items representing human values and those related to pos-
session and expected uses of skills for making housing improvements had 
been precoded on a continuum of "1" through "5." To give respondents 
credit for certainty, these items were recoded as follows: 
Original 
Dee of item code Recode 
Definitely important 1 1 
Important 2 3 
Values Unsure 3 4 
Not important 4 5 
Definitely not important 5 7 
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Original 
Type of item Possessed Tendency to use code Recode 
No skill Never do 1 1 
Below average Seldom do 2 3 
Skills Average Do occasionally 3 4 
Above average Usually do 4 5 
Excellent Always do 5 7 
This procedure, as explained by Warren et al. (1969), allows those respon-
dents who are most sure of their answers to receive more credit for their 
answers. 
Once all coding was completed, the answers from the questionnaires 
were tabulated on flow sheets, computer cards were punched, and computa-
tions were made according to the previous delineation of the conceptual 
model for the study. 
Derivation £f Composite Measures 
Several measures used in the present study were derived from combina-
tions of the responses to two or more items in the questionnaire. They 
involved measures of six types, as delineated below. 
Socioeconomic status 
Human values 
Family income, education, occupation 
(SES) 
Terminal values 
Instrumental values 
Housing values 
Housing quality 
Contact person's rating 
Respondent's rating 
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Exterior quality 
Neighborhood quality 
Total housing quality 
Total of score for item 7 (b-e) in the 
questionnaire 
Skills for housing improve- Husband's skills 
ment 
Wife's skills 
Tendencies to use skills Husband's tendency to use 
Wife's tendency to use 
Housing improvement Housing Production Input Score (HPI) 
Self-help Housing Production Rate (SHPR) 
Self-help Housing Production Input (SHPI) 
Tendency-to-Use Skills (TTUS) 
The rationale and procedures used to derive each of these types of measures 
are presented here for explanation and future reference. 
In all but 13 families, information was available for deriving a 
socioeconomic status score (SES) for each family. Some of the families 
were retired, thus had no current occupation, and some did not report money 
income. As indicated above, SES was represented by a combination of the 
scores for annual money income, educational level of the main earner, and 
occupational type of the main earner. To avoid having one of these com-
ponents being weighted more than the other, the code for money income was 
in thousands, and the occupational code was divided by three to put both of 
them on comparative ranges somewhat similar to that of educational level. 
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Human values were represented by the total scores for husbands and 
wives for each of the three value scales: terminal, instrumental, and 
housing values. It was decided to use total item scores after finding that 
there were significant differences of the means for values of husbands and 
wives as determined by an F-test. Of the 49 values in the three scales, 16 
had significantly different means at the .05 level or greater. Tests for 
scale reliability were then performed for each of the six scales. Results 
are shown in Table 2 below. Because of the high alpha values received for 
the additivity of the items in each value scale, they will be used as 
totals in further analysis of the data in the study. 
Table 2 
Reliability of the Item Totals for Each of the Three 
Categories of Husbands' and Wives' Values 
AlEha score for reliability 
Human values Husband Wife 
Terminal values .85816 .82624 
Instrumental values .90481 .88749 
Housing values .86587 .82659 
Two scores were used to represent housing quality for purposes of this 
study. The first is the total of the contact person's rating for the qua1-
ity of the exterior of the house (three items) and for the quality of the 
neighborhood (three items). The second score for housing quality was the 
total score received for four items which asked the respondent to rate the 
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quality of his house as it compared with his neighbors, his friends, his 
relatives, and those of the community in general. These four items were 
used as a total after a test for reliability yielded an alpha value of 
.63957. 
Housing improvement was represented by four composite measures, the 
first of which was a housing production input score. In the questionnaire, 
each family was asked to tell whether or not they had made and if they 
planned to make each of 17 improvements or repairs over a four-year period 
which included the past two years and the coming two years. In total, this 
meant there were 34 improvements or repairs that could have been performed. 
The HPI score, then, is the actual number of improvements made and planned 
(N) divided by the highest possible number during the four-year period 
(34) and the result multiplied by 100 to eliminate decimals as well as to 
obtain a percentage indicator of the highest possible score. 
HPI = 3~ = % x 100. 
Example: 3~ = .18 x 100 = 18. 
Self-help housing production rate (SHPR) was obtained by using 
responses that represented the use of household or paid labor for making 
improvements. To measure the extent to which each family was prone to use 
its unpaid household labor--that is, to do the work themselves--the follow-
ing coding system was used. If the improvement had been made, then: 
2 points were given for hiring it done, 
3 points represented hiring part and doing part with family labor, and 
4 points were given for using family labor for all of the work. 
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The same scoring system was used for improvements that were planned for 
during the next two years. Each family then received a total score for a 
combination of what they had done in the past and planned for in the 
future. This summated score was then divided by the best possible score 
they could have received for that number of improvements or repairs, that 
is, N x 4. This result, when multiplied by 100, gave a percentage that the 
family's extent of using self-help was of the total amount they could have 
scored. Scores ranged from 50 to 100 percent. The formula and an example 
follow: 
Actual total of self-help scores for the number of 
improvements made and planned for a 4-year period SHPR = --~-~--~--~~----~-----------~~~-~~---------x 100 Best possible score for improvements made and planned 
for during 4-year period, i.e., N made and planned x 4 
Example: 2 + 3 + 3 + 4 + 2 + 3 6 x 4 
16 
= 24 = .67 x 100 = 67 (the score) 
The self-help housing production input (SHPI) score was then derived. 
Using the family's self-help production rate, the number 50 was first sub-
tracted from each score since 50 was the lowest score any family could 
have; that is, the score they would have received had they hired all hous-
ing improvements to be made by paid labor. The smaller numbers were easier 
to work with. The remainder was then multiplied by the actual number (N) 
of inputs to give added weight to the scores of those families who had done 
more actual work or expected to do more. Finally, the resulting score was 
divided by 10 to derive a score for each family. The formula and an exam-
pIe follow. 
Example: 
SHPI = (SHPR score - 50) x N 
10 
(67 - 50) x 6 = 
10 
17 x 6 
10 
102 
= -ro = 10.2 
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To eliminate the decimal, the score was rounded to the closest full number. 
Thus, a family with an overall self-help housing production rate score 
(SHPR) of three who made and planned a total of ten improvements during the 
four-year period would have a self-help housing production input index of 
30. However, another family with a SHPR score of three who made and were 
planning to make a total of 20 improvements would have a score of 60. This 
score, therefore, was intended as another measure of the comparative se1f-
help inputs among the families. 
The two remaining measures of housing improvement represented the hus-
bands' and wives' perceptions of their skills for making housing improve-
ments and their expectations about using those skills if the need were to 
arise in the near future. Thus, there were four measured in all, two for 
the perceptions of own skills by the husbands and the wives and two for 
their tendencies to use those skills. Scores for the skills of husbands 
and wives were obtained by totaling their responses about the extents to 
which they believed they had each of the 34 housing improvement skills 
listed in the questionnaire. A similar procedure was used to obtain over-
all scores for tendency-to-use skills on the part of each the husband and 
the wife. These two scores were then used to compute a tendency-to-use 
skills index (TTUS), as follows. 
TTUS = Total score for tendency-to-use skills x 100 
Total score for perceived skills 
Example: 86 72 = 1.19 x 100 = 119 
In this example, the respondent was inclined to expect to use his (her) 
skills at a higher level than the skill was believed to be possessed. A 
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score under 100 would indicate a tendency not to use home improvement 
skills at the level they were available. 
Development of these measures plus the further analysis of the data 
require the use of a variety of statistical procedures other than those 
mentioned here. Those measures will be described in the following section. 
Statistical Analysis 
Several methods of statistical analysis were used to further examine 
the data obtained in this research. The original computations contained 
frequency counts for all items plus the mean, median, and standard devia-
tion for each item. These initial computations allowed a general overview 
of the sample population and its characteristics. 
After the initial computations, the following type of computations and 
analyses were performed: F-tests to determine the Significant variation of 
the means, alpha tests of reliability to test the additivity of scale 
items, Pearsonian coefficients of corr~lation, and chi-square tests. 
The Pearsonian coefficients of correlation were used in statistical 
analysis to determine the relationships that existed between variables. 
The level of r = ±.200 was chosen as significant because it was this value 
of "r" which was significant at the .05 level for 113 degrees of freedom 
using a population of 115. For those pairs of variables where the coeffi-
cient was equal to or greater than r = ±.200, chi-square tests were per-
formed. 
The chi-square tests were used to test the independence of two vari-
abIes. 2 A level of probability, for the X value, higher than .05 indicates 
that the two variables are independent of each other and fails to reject 
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the null hypothesis. A chi-square value where the level of significance is 
.05 or below indicates that the two variables are associated at a level 
higher than that due to chance. The .05 level of significance is then ade-
quate to reject the null hypothesis and indicates an association between 
the two variables. 
Findings of the statistical analysis and computations in this study 
will be reported in three sections: (1) the general eligibility of house-
holds drawn for the sample; (2) an overview of the general family and hous-
ing characteristics of the households in the sample that were eligible and 
completed a questionnaire, and (3) results of the tests of association of 
family and housing variables as they related to those variables represent-
ing aspects of housing improvement. 
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Characteristics of the Cooperating Households 
The way by which a sample of households in Ames, Iowa, was drawn for 
the present study has been described in the Procedure. Because of the 
established eligibility requirements and for other reasons, the number of 
households from which usable data were obtained differed considerably from 
the number selected for the sample. In this section of the report of the 
study, all household units drawn for the sample have been accounted for to 
indicate some of the biases that might be present in the findings because 
data were not obtained from all households. This interpretation has been 
followed by summary descriptions of the households from which usable data 
were obtained. Attention will be given to demographic attributes, housing 
characteristics, human values, sources of information used for housing 
improvement, and housing improvement skills of husbands and wives. 
Sample Accountability 
As represented in Table 3, 211 or three of every five (60 percent) of 
the households drawn randomly for the sample were ineligible for the study. 
The main reasons for ineligibility were nonownership of homes or nonpres-
ence of both husband and wife in the residence. About a fifth (18 percent) 
were excluded either because they had not lived in the home at least two 
years or did not plan to live there at least one more year. 
Of the 140 eligible households, 25 (18 percent) of the potential 
respondents did not complete the questionnaires sufficiently to provide 
usable data. The remaining 115 usable records (82 percent of those eligi-
ble) were edited, coded, and punched on IBM cards for the computations 
designed for description and analysis of findings. 
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Table 3 
Sample Accountability 
Accountability item 
Ineligible or could not be contacted: 
Did not own home and were not buying it 
Both husband and wife not presently in res-
idence 
Had not lived there for at least two years 
Did not plan to live there for at least 
another year 
Resided in townhouse units 
Miscellaneous reasons for noneligibility 
Household could not be contacted 
Total 
Eligible 
Did not complete questionnaire 
Questionnaires returned and usable 
Total units eligible 
Total sample drawn 
Demographic Attributes 
Subs ample 
N Percent 
79 37.5 
45 21.3 
34 16.1 
5 2.3 
24 11.4 
15 7.1 
9 4.3 
211 100.0 
25 17.9 
115 82.1 
140 100.0 
Sample 
N Percent 
211 60.1 
140 39.9 
351 100.0 
After the data had been tabulated and frequency distributions for all 
items had been computed, the following general data about the sample and 
its demographic attributes were accounted for in Table 4. Each attribute 
is given with its range, median, mean, standard deviat1on, and coefficient 
of variance. In the text, all percentages are rounded to the closest full 
number. As previously described in the Procedure, the score for each fam-
ily's socioeconomic status represents the sum of scores for its annual 
money income and the main earner's educational level and type of occupa-
tion. 
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Family ~ 
For the 115 families involved in this study, the median size was four, 
usually including the parents and two children. Two-thirds of the families 
ranged in size from two to six members. A coefficient of variation of 43 
indicates considerable dispersion from the mean, especially in the direc-
tion of a comparatively high proportion of smaller families. 
Ages 2i Respondeuts 
In age, the husbands ranged from 26 to 79 years, with 44 as the median 
and 47 as the mean. The wives tended to be about two years younger than 
the husbands, with a median age of 42 and a mean of 45. Two-thirds of the 
husbands were between 35 and 59 years, and the same proportion of wives was 
32 to 58 years of age. Comparisons of means versus medians, along with the 
notation of coefficients of variation of 26 and 28 percent, indicate dis-
persion toward older age levels of both husbands and wives. 
Socioeconomic Status 
When considering the components of socioeconomic status, the educa-
tional levels of wives tended to lag behind those of the husbands by about 
two years. The median and mean years of education of the husbands was 16 
years or the equivalent of a college degree, while the median and mean 
years of education for wives was 14 years or only two years of college. 
These data for ages and educational levels of husbands and wives indicate 
that this sample of homeowners in Ames was far above both national and 
state averages. According to the Census of Populat10n for 1970, the mean 
years of education for males and females combined was 12.1 years in the 
nation; 12.2 years for Iowa; and 16.4 for men and 13.5 for women in Ames. 
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Further, the occupations of the main earner tended toward the white collar 
or professional levels, with 34 of them being college instructors of vari-
ous ranks and several who were engineers or held managerial positions. 
With respect to the annual money incomes of the families in 1973, the 
mean of $16,237 was comparable to the median of $16,000. These averages 
were much higher, however, than those reported by the 1970 Census of Popu-
lation for the public in Ames, the State of Iowa, and the United States. 
For these populat~ons, the mean and median incomes were $11,652 and $10,126 
for Ames, $10,138 and $9,018 for Iowa, and $10,999 and $9,590 for the 
nation. 
Of the 102 families for whom estimates of socioeconomic status could 
be computed, the scores ranged from 31 to 72; two-thirds of them ranged 
from 27 to 64. A median score of 50, a mean of 46, and a coefficient of 
variation of 40 indicated that an unusual number of the SES scores were 
comparatively low. 
Number of Years Resided in Dwelling 
The greatest amount of variation was shown in the number of years the 
families had resided in their homes. The total number of years ranged from 
1 to 49; two-thirds of the families had resided in their present home 
between 2 and 20 years. As the coefficient of variation of 83 percent 
indicates, this is a great amount of dispersion amongst families included 
in the study. A median of 8 and a mean of 11, with a coefficient of varia-
tion of 83 percent reflected a wide scatter in the number of years families 
had resided in their homes with more families below the mean than above it. 
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Housing Characteristics 
Six measures were used to describe the housing characteristics of the 
families who cooperated with the study (Table 5). One measure related to 
physical characteristics, two to $-value, and three to qualitative aspects. 
Number of Rooms in the House 
• - --=.:;::,;;.,;;;. 
The number of rooms in the dwellings occupied by the families ranged 
from 4-21. Although the median number of rooms in the dwellings was eight, 
the mean was nine. A comparatively large number of families who lived in 
dwellings with an unusually large number of rooms accounted for the much 
higher mean. Further, considerable dispersion from the mean was repre-
sented by the coefficient of variation of 31; two-thirds of the homes had 
from 6 to 12 rooms, and the modal size was eight. 
$-value of ~ House 
The dollar values of homes owned and occupied by families in this study 
were computed in two ways. One way was to ask each family to estimate what 
they considered to be the sale value in dollars of their present home. The 
second was to use the average dollar values reported by the 1970 Census of 
Housing for the blocks in which each respondent lived. Average dollar 
values by census blocks were considerably lower than the estimates given by 
homeowners themselves, even though the amount of variation from the mean 
was nearly the same (33 percent and 36 percent). The median value for cen-
sus blocks was $25,500 and for homeowners estimates were $33,000. Mean 
values for both measures were somewhat higher, however, $27,000 for census 
blocks and $33,195 for homeowner estimates. These differences between 
medians and means can be accounted for in part by the fact that several 
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homes were valued unusually high. Census block values ranged up to $48,300 
and homeowner's estimates as high as $75,000. 
Qualitative Measures 2i Housing 
The three qualitative measures of housing studied were age of the 
dwelling and two estimates of housing quality, one made by the contact per-
son after leaving the home and the other by the family responding to the 
questionnaire. Although the range in ages of home reported was from 1 to 
99 years or older, the median and mean were 18 and 25 years, respectively. 
The coefficient of dispersion of 75 reflected wide scatter around these 
averages. Further, the seven-year difference between the mean and median 
ages indicates the influence of some of the much older homes on the mean, 
thus diminishing its relevance as a measure of central tendency. Not only 
were half of the houses built 18 or fewer years ago, but 25 percent of them 
had been built during the past ten years. 
As previously mentioned, estimates of housing quality were made both 
by the contact person after she left the home and by the respondent. Dif-
ferent techniques were used to obtain these estimates (see Derivation of 
Composite Measures in the Procedure). 
Ratings of housing quality were made by contact persons. These were 
used to derive sums of scores for the exterior (based on three items), the 
neighborhood (based on three items), and an overall housing quality score 
(based on the total of the six items). Medians and means for each of these 
three measures were similar as were their respective coefficients of varia-
tion. For the overall total scores for housing quality--the one later used 
as an analytical variab1e--the median and mean were 19 and 20, respec-
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tively, within a range of 11 to 30. Two-thirds of the total scores for 
housing quality were within a range of 16 to 24. 
Scores for respondents' ratings of the quality of their housing were 
based on four items. These items represented comparisons of their own 
dwelling with those of friends, relatives, neighbors, and others in the 
community. The sums of the responses to these items by each respondent 
ranged from 7 to 18, both the mean and the median were 13, and the coeffi-
cient of variation was 13 which is quite low. 
Human Values 
One area of the family that was examined in greater depth is that of 
human values. At this point in the report, the values of the families will 
be described and discussed in general and related to further analysis. 
In this study, values were divided into three general categories. 
First, personal values both terminal and instrumental were taken directly 
from research by Rokeach and Parker (1970); then the housing values were 
adopted from a list used by Beyer (1959) in his Cornell research. Each 
value item, with a general description, was included in both the husbands' 
and wives' segments of the questionnaires. Each respondent was asked to 
decide the degree to which each value was important to him(her) using a 
continuum ranging from "definitely important" (1) to "definitely not impor-
tant" (5). These were then coded using the Warren et al. (1969) certainty 
method as seen in the Coding Plan, Appendix B. 
The reason for obtaining information from both spouses was to deter-
mine whether the rankings of values by husbands and wives were mainly simi-
lar or quite different. If different, values scores of both would be used 
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in testing hypotheses. If mainly alike, the scores of either one could be 
used. Items from each of three categories of values and the means of the 
responses for both husbands and wives are listed in Tables 6, 7, and 8 
which follow, along with the rank order of importance for each value from 
the most important to the least important. 
Table 6 
Terminal Values of Wives and Husbands 
Terminal values 
g. Family security (taking care of loved 
ones) 
o. Self-respect (self-esteem) 
d. A world of peace (free from war & con-
flict) 
i. Happiness (contentedness) 
h. Freedom (independence, free choice) 
j. Inner harmony (freedom from inner con-
flict) 
k. Mature love (sexual and spiritual inti-
macy) 
r. Wisdom (a mature understanding of life) 
f. Equality (brotherhood, equal opportunity 
for all) 
1. National security (protection from 
attack) 
e. A world of beauty (beauty of nature & 
the arts) 
q. True friendship (close companionship) 
c. A sense of accomplishment (lasting con-
tribution) 
n. Salvation (saved, eternal life) 
b. An exciting life (a stimulating, active 
life) 
a. A comfortable world (a prosperous life) 
m. Pleasure (an enjoyable, leisurely life) 
p. Social recognition (respect, admiration) 
a Mean score Rank order 
Wife Husband Wife Husband 
1.59 
1.67 
1. 70 
1. 74 
1. 76 
1.80 
1.90 
1.96 
1.96 
2.00 
2.15 
2.15 
2.17 
2.41 
2.72 
2.80 
2.90 
3.23 
1.45 
1.96 
1.96 
2.09 
1.71 
2.14 
2.03 
2.24 
2.33 
2.23 
2.43 
2.63 
2.15 
2.97 
2.80 
2.58 
2.82 
3.29 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8~ 
8~ 
10 
ll~ 
ll~ 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
1 
3~ 
3~ 
6 
2 
7 
5 
10 
11 
9 
12 
15 
8 
17 
14 
13 
16 
18 
a Items were coded as follows and means derived for each value: 1 = 
definitely important, 3 = important, 4 = unsure, 5 = not important, 7 = 
definitely not important. 
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Table 7 
Instrumental Values of Wives and Husbands 
Instrumental values 
i. Honest (sincere, truthful) 
q. Responsible (dependable, reliable) 
n. Loving (affectionate, tender) 
g. Forgiving (willing to pardon others) 
r. Self-controlled (patient) 
b. Broadminded (open-minded) 
c. Capable (competent, effective) 
h. Helpful (working for the welfare of 
others) 
f. Courageous (standing up for your beliefs) 
k. Independent (self-reliant, self-suffi-
cient) 
d. Cheerful (lighthearted, joyful) 
p. Polite (courteous, well-mannered) 
a. Ambitious (hard-working, aspiring) 
e. Clean (neat, tidy) 
1. Intellectual (intelligent, reflective) 
m. Logical (consistent, rational) 
o. Obedient (dutiful, respectful) 
j. Imaginative (daring, creative) 
a Mean score Rank order 
Wife Husband Wife Husband 
1.46 
1.80 
1.85 
1.99 
2.13 
2.20 
2.21 
2.23 
2.27 
2.37 
2.38 
2.46 
2.50 
2.50 
2.62 
2.63 
2.79 
2.82 
1.68 
1.97 
2.33 
2.43 
2.47 
2.26 
2.36 
2.60 
2.35 
2.55 
2.70 
2.57 
2.41 
2.48 
2.55 
2.59 
2.96 
3.00 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
l3~ 
l3~ 
15 
16 
17 
18 
1 
2 
4 
8 
9 
3 
6 
15 
5 
1O~ 
16 
12 
7 
13 
1O~ 
14 
17 
18 
a Items were coded as follows and means derived for each value: 1 = 
definitely important, 3 = important, 4 = unsure, 5 = not important, 7 = 
definitely not important. 
Of the terminal values that the wives ranked as the ten highest, only 
one, "equality," was not also ranked in the top ten by the husbands, and it 
was eleventh. Of those values that husbands ranked as the ten most impor-
tant, only one, "sense of accomplishment," was not ranked in the top ten by 
the wives but was ranked thirteenth. 
Of the instrumental values which wives ranked as the nine most impor-
tant, only one was listed by husbands as being of lesser importance and 
that was "helpful, working for the welfare of others," which they ranked 
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Table 8 
Housing Values of Wives and Husbands 
Housing values 
k. Physical health (safety, welfare of 
others) 
j. Mental health (peace of mind, reduced 
frustration) 
m. Privacy (time, space, and ways to be 
alone when needed) 
b. Comfort (easeful, restful, relaxing) 
h. Friendliness (aspects of the home which 
draw people there) 
f. Family centeredness (regard for the fam-
ily as a relatively self-sufficient and 
tightly knit group) 
d. Economy (interest in economical use of 
goods, services, and money) 
c. Convenience (ease of use and care) 
i. Leisure (space for relaxation) 
a. Aesthetics (orderliness, harmony, beauty) 
g. Freedom (emphasis on being able to make 
as many individual decisions as possible) 
e. Equality (rank, rights, privileges) 
1. Prestige (status, respect of peers) 
a Mean score Rank order 
Wife Husband Wife Husband 
1.77 
1.85 
1.99 
2.17 
2.18 
2.21 
2.23 
2.30 
2.35 
2.44 
2.50 
2.83 
3.51 
2.03 
2.10 
2.34 
2.53 
2.69 
2.50 
2.38 
2.57 
2.57 
2.72 
2.40 
2.92 
3.69 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
1 
2 
3 
7 
10 
6 
4 
8~ 
8~ 
11 
5 
12 
13 
a Items were coded as follows and means derived for each value: 1 = 
definitely important, 3 = important, 4 = unsure, 5 = not important, 7 = 
definitely not important. 
fifteenth. The only value that husbands ranked high but which wives did 
not was "ambitious, hard-working, aspiring" which wives ranked thirteenth. 
Both husbands' and wives' mean scores had "obedient" and "imaginative" as 
least important even though the mean scores of 2.82 for wives and 3.00 for 
husbands indicate a feeling that those are still important values. A value 
coded as a 3.00 is equal to "important" on the continuum scale. The two 
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values that both husbands and wives reported as most important were 
"honest" and "responsible." 
For husbands and wives, the mean score ranking of housing values again 
showed similarities of husbands' and wives' responses at both the top and 
the bottom of the scale. Both considered "physical health," "mental 
health," and "privacy," in that order, as the most important values. Both 
considered "equality" and "prestige" as the two least important values. 
Husbands ranked "freedom" and "economy" higher than their wives, while 
wives considered "comfort" and "friendliness" relatively more important. 
Because of the number of value items, approximately one-third, where 
means varied significantly for husbands and wives, it was determined that 
for purposes of this study the scores of husbands and wives should be used 
separately. It was also determined that the items in each of the three 
categories should be tested for additivity with the idea of using the total 
item scores for further analysis of the data. The results of these alpha 
tests are shown in Table 2 of the section Derivation of Composite Measures. 
When describing the values of husbands and wives, it is important to 
know which of their values differ at statistically significant levels. 
Table 9 lists those values in each of the three value categories for which 
husbands and wives differed significantly at the .05 or .01 level of prob-
ability. F-tests were used to determine the significant differences 
between means. It should also be noted that, for each value, the mean for 
the wives was higher than the mean for husbands. This may have been due to 
the tendencies of the husbands to spread their responses more widely across 
the scale from "important" to "not important" than did their wives. 
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Table 9 
Significant Differences between Mean Value Scores of Wives and Husbands 
Terminal values: 
q. True friendship (close companionship) 
n. Salvation (saved, eternal life) 
i. Happiness (contentedness) 
j. Inner harmony (freedom from inner con-
flict) 
f. Equality (brotherhood, equal opportu-
nity for all) 
o. Self-respect (self-esteem) 
r. Wisdom (a mature understanding of life) 
Instrumental values: 
n. Loving (affectionate, tender) 
g. Forgiving (willing to pardon others) 
h. Helpful (working for the welfare of 
others) 
r. Self-controlled (patient) 
d. Cheerful (lighthearted, joyful) 
Housing values: 
h. Friendliness (aspects of the home 
which draw people there) 
b. Comfort (easeful, restful, relaxing) 
m. Privacy (time, space, and ways to be 
alone when needed) 
a. Aesthetics (orderliness, harmony, 
beauty) 
Mean scores 
1=highestj7=lowest 
Wives 
2.15 
2.41 
1. 74 
1.80 
1.96 
1.67 
1.96 
1.85 
1.99 
2.23 
2.13 
2.38 
2.18 
2.17 
1.99 
2.44 
Husbands 
2.63 
2.97 
2.09 
2.14 
2.33 
1.96 
2.24 
2.33 
2.43 
2.60 
2.47 
2.70 
2.69 
2.53 
2.34 
2.72 
* Significantly different at the .01 level of probability. 
**Significantly different at the .05 level of probability. 
Coef. of 
difference 
F = 
* 10.810 * 
6.063** 
5.846 
5.455** 
** 4.894** 
4.772** 
4.059 
* 11.81 * 
9.491 
** 6.239** 
5.762** 
5.191 
* 12.54 * 
6.967 
6.177**' 
4.169** 
Of the terminal values, only one showed a difference of means which 
was significant at the .01 level, and this was "true friendship." In the 
instrumental value group, two items showed the .01 level of difference 
including "loving" and "forgiving." And, in the housing value category, 
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"friendliness" and "comfort" both showed a difference of means significant 
at the .01 level of probability. In all 16 of the 49 value items or 
approximately one-third showed a significant difference of means at the .05 
level or greater. As a result of this finding and the high alpha scores 
for reliability, it was decided that husbands' and wives' value scores 
should not be used as a single entity in further analysis but rather as 
separate scores in each of the three value groups. 
Sources 2i Information ~~ Housing Improvement 
One characteristic of the cooperating households that was not used as 
an analytical variable, but which helped to describe the population and how 
they used the available community resources, was the sources of information 
that husbands and wives used or planned to use when making decisions about 
housing repairs and improvements. The information about the uses of these 
sources was of two types; the media sources and the personal contacts. 
The information gained should be of use to private business, extension per-
sonnel, and others in the housing related fields in determining what infor-
mation they need to have available to those who buy and use their products 
and services. 
Table 10 shows the mean scores plus rank order of importance for each 
of the media sources of information used during the last two years and 
planned for use in the coming two years, plus a coefficient of difference 
for the means of husbands and wives as determined by an F-test. Both as 
past and future sources of information, husbands and wives considered tele-
Vision, libraries, and radio as the least important media sources. Wives, 
for both the past and the future, considered popular magazines and the yel-
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Table 10 
The Media as Sources of Information Used by Wives and Husbands 
for Making Decisions about Housing Improvements 
Mean score 
Sources of information , Wi fe Hus band 
Rank order Coef. of 
Wife Husband difference 
Used during East two Iears 
* d. Popular magazines 1.90 1.59 1 5 12.88 * 
b. Yellow pages of phone book 1. 78 1.56 2 6 6.983 
a. Newspapers 1. 76 1. 73 3 I 0.101 
g. Leaflets (commercial) 1.72 1.62 4 3~ 1.694 
i. Professional & technical 
magazines 1.69 1.62 5 3~ 0.521 
f. Books 1.67 1.66 6 2 0.010 
h. Television 1.57 1.43 7 7 3.483 
e. Libraries 1.49 1.42 8 8 0.678 
c. Radio 1.20 1.22 9 9 0.078 
Plan_to use during next two ~ears 
* d. Popular magazines 1.85 1.59 1 5 9.66~ 
b. yellow pages of phone book 1.81 1.55 2 6 10.11 
g. Leaflets (commercial) 1. 76 1.63 3 3 2.374 
a. Newspapers 1.71 1.69 4 1 0.117 
f. Books 1. 70 1.68 5~ 2 0.096 
i. Professional & technical 
magazines 1. 70 1.61 5~ 4 0.842* 
h. Television 1.60 1.38 7 8 8.071 
e. Libraries 1.54 1.46 8 7 0.844 
c. Radio 1.24 1. 23 9 9 0.019 
* Wives and husbands differ significantly at the .01 level of probabil-
ity. 
low pages of the phone book as their most important sources of information, 
while husbands relied more on newspapers and books. Areas where scores of 
husbands and wives varied most, as indicated by the coefficients of differ-
ence, were popular magazines and the yellow pages. Both in the past and 
for the future, wives felt these two sources of information were more 
important at the .01 level of significance than did their husbands. 
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Table 11 continues Table 10 with the mean scores and rank order for 
those scources of information which were considered personal contacts. 
Both husbands and wives, for the past two years and the future, considered 
friends their most important personal contacts for housing related informa-
tion. Architects, realtors, bankers, the Iowa State University Extension 
Service, and adult education classes were considered, by both husbands and 
wives, as their least important sources of information. Possibly, this 
indicated a need for easier access to some of these people and their ser-
vices. The only item where husbands and wives differed significantly was 
that of adult education classes. The coefficient of difference for the 
past two years was 4.755 which is significant at the .05 level while the 
coefficient of difference was 8.111 for the coming two years which is sig-
nificant at the .01 level. In both instances, the wives' means were higher 
than husbands, possibly indicating a difference in the amount of time 
available or the type and number of classes offered for men and women in 
housing related areas. 
In both Tables 10 and 11, the number of items that showed significant 
differences of means for husbands and wives was small. The information 
from these tables was not used for any further analysis in this study, 
partially because this writer felt the method of gathering the information 
failed to adequately discriminate between levels of use or nonuse. As a 
result, the above information was used only in terms of general description 
of the family and to list those sources of information which families felt 
were most and least useful as related to housing improvements. 
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Table 11 
Personal Contacts as Sources of Information Used by Wives and 
Husbands for Making Decisions about Housing Improvements 
Mean score Rank order Coef. of 
Sources of information Wife Husband Wife Husband difference 
Used during East two xears : 
w. Friends 1.85 1.87 1 1 0.050 
s. Business people 1. 70 1.61 2 4 1.313 
o. Contractors 1.66 1. 70 3 2~ 0.180 
v. Neighbors 1.64 1.56 4 5 1.258 
x. Relatives 1.63 1.51 5 6 1. 788 
p. Builders 1.57 1. 70 6 2~ 1.561 
1. Landscapers & nurserymen 1.48 1.47 7 7 0.011 
u. LS.U. extension publica-
tions 1.37 1.31 8 10 0.501 
t. LS.U. extension people 1.36 1.26 9 11 1.700 
1. Bankers 1.34 1.41 10 8 0.778 
n. Architects 1.30 1.23 11 12 0.869 
m. Realtors 1.26 1.34 12 9 1.030** 
r. Adult education classes 1.22 1.10 13 13 4.755 
Plan to use during next two xears: 
w. Friends 1.86 1.80 1 1 0.712 
s. Business people 1. 70 1.57 2 4~ 2.700 
p. Builders 1. 67 1. 72 3 2 0.306 
o. Contractors 1.66 1.66 4 3 0.000 
v. Neighbors 1.65 1.57 5 4~ 1.333 
x. Relatives 1.62 1.52 6 6~ 1.305 
q. Landscapers & nurserymen 1.58 1.52 7 6~ 0.45-5 
u. I.S.U. publications 1.50 1.37 8 9 2.838 
1. Bankers 1.44 1.43 9 8 0.043 
t. LS.U. extension people 1.41 1.33 10 10 1.040 
m. Realtors 1.30 1.30 ll~ 11 0.001* 
r. Adult education classes 1.30 1.14 11~ 13 8.111 
n. Architects 1.27 1.26 13 12 0.014 
* and husbands differed significantly at the .01 level of prob-Wives 
ability. 
** and husbands differed significantly at the .05 level of prob-Wives 
ability. 
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Housing Improvement Skills 
Skills for housing improvement represent the other characteristic of 
the cooperating households that needs to be described and developed for 
further use. Level of skill may determine which things the homeowner can 
do for himself and which he must hire done by someone selling that skill in 
the market. Skills will tend to vary between husbands and wives; this 
leads to a broader scope of skills that can be available for use in the 
family. Tables 12 and 13 show how wives and husbands perceived their 
skills and estimated their own tendencies to use each skill if the need 
arose. In both tables, the 34 skill items have been ranked, from highest 
to lowest mean skill score, to allow the reader to more easily note which 
skills were ranked as areas where either husband and wife were most or 
least proficient. Means were obtained by coding the items following the 
certainty method (see Appendix B). 
Next to each item in the tables are the means for the skill and the 
tendency to use that skill plus a rank order for both skill and tendency to 
do. Most of the rank orders for estimates of use are close to their rank 
for amount of skill perceived. Table 14 indicates those housing improve-
ment activities for which women feel most skilled such as washing walls, 
maintaining the yard, and making decorative objects. Although men saw 
themselves as most skilled at maintaining the yard and changing screens and 
storm windows, they also rated themselves high for skills of shoveling snow 
and painting both the interior and the exterior of the house. Their mean 
scores for all of these skills were higher than those of the women. 
Toward the bottom of the list of skills in Tables 12 and 13, both men 
and women saw themselves as least skilled at such tasks as installing heat-
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Table 14 
Wives' and Husbands' Perceptions of Their Most Used Personal Skills 
Extent of skill Tendencx to use 
Mean Spouse Mean Spouse 
Home improvement skills score Rank rank score Rank rank 
Wives: 
dd. Washing walls 5.13 1 6 5.50 1 5 
ff. Maintaining the yard 4.50 2 1 5.04 2 1 
gg. Shoveling snow 4.40 3 3 4.86 4 3 
z. Making decorative objects and 
crafts 4.33 4 27 4.62 6 24 
hh. Putting up or removing storm 
or screen windows 4.26 5 2 4.76 5 2 
b. Painting - interior 4.20 6 4 4.91 3 4 
ee. Unclogging drains 3.88 8 8 4.07 8 8 
v. Making drapes and slipcovers 3.88 7 34 3.93 10 34 
Husbands: 
ff. Maintaining the yard 5.09 1 2 5.77 1 2 
hh. Putting up or removing storm 
or screen windows 5.06 2 5 5.76 2 5 
gg. Shove ling snow 4.91 3 3 5.71 3 3 
b. Painting - interior 4.67 4 6 5.50 4 4 
a. Painting - exterior 4.51 5 11 5.00 6 11 
dd. Washing walls 4.47 6 1 5.27 5 1 
r. Landscaping - lawn or shrubs 4.33 7 10 5.07 6 10 
ee. Unclogging drains 4.30 8 7 4.77 8 8 
f. Carpentry repairs 4.21 9 15 4.30 10 16 
o. Finishing woodwork 4.03 10 12 4.32 9 12 
g. Minor appliance repairs 3.95 11 17 4.14 12 17 
ing, air conditioning, and plumbing, but the husbands also ranked them-
selves low on such items as upholstering furniture, making decorative 
objects, and making draperies and slipcovers at which the wives had indi-
cated a feeling of skill. In fact, the women ranked all three of these 
items within their top 14 of the 34 items to be ranked. Another factor, 
which should be noted, is that the coefficients of variation for those 
items, where either husbands or wives felt most skilled, tended to be pro-
76 
portionately lower than for those items where the estimates of skill were 
lower. This could indicate prevalence of role patterns for men and women 
as far as the types of skills (roles) they commonly see themselves as cap-
able of doing. 
Data reported in Tables 15, 16, and 17 show those skills that husbands 
and wives indicated they would like to learn or improve. Each skill, men-
tioned as the answer to one of the two open-ended questions, "Which skills 
on the list would you like to learn or improve?" and "What skills not on 
the list would you like to learn or improve?," is listed along with the 
number of times it was mentioned. 
Table 15 
Skills That Women Responding to the Questionnaire Said They Would 
Like to Learn or Improve Based on the List of Skills Given 
Skill listed as wanting to learn or improve 
w. Upholstering furniture 
v. Making draperies and slipcovers, etc. 
e. Refinishing furniture 
r. Landscaping - lawn or shrubs 
z. Making decorative objects - crafts 
d. Papering walls 
j. Electrical repairs 
f. Carpentry repairs 
i. Plumbing repairs 
g. Minor appliance repair 
o. Finishing woodwork 
u. Installing plumbing 
j. Electrical wiring 
aa. Installing new walks, driveways, or patio 
b. Painting - interior 
m. Repair of heating 
c. Refinishing floors 
q. Laying floor coverings 
n. Repair of air conditioning 
ff. Maintaining the yard 
Number of times 
mentioned 
26 
17 
14 
12 
13 
10 
10 
8 
7 
7 
6 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Table 16 
Skills That Men Responding to the Questionnaire Said They Would 
Like to Learn or Improve Based on the List of Skills Given 
Skill listed as wanting to learn or improve 
p. Doing electrical wiring 
f. Carpentry repairs 
j. Electrical repairs 
i. Plumbing repairs 
w. Upholstering furniture 
r. Landscaping - lawn or shrubs 
g. Minor appliance repairs 
1. Cement repairs 
z. Making decorative objects - crafts 
u. Installing plumbing 
y. Installing air conditioning 
x. Installing heating 
t. Installing a new roof 
e. Refinishing furniture 
o. Finishing woodwork 
s. Residing the house 
q. Laying flo,or coverings 
cc. Installing tile - either wall or floor 
k. Plaster repairs 
d. Papering walls 
v. Making draperies and slipcovers, etc. 
b. Painting - interior 
a. Painting - exterior 
aa. Installing new walks, driveways, or patio 
Number of times 
mentioned 
12 
11 
lO 
10 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Men indicated most frequent interest in learning to do electrical wir-
ing plus learning to make repairs in major home systems such as the elec-
tricity and plumbing. Wives wanted to learn the same skills mentioned by 
the husbands as well as such skills as upholstering furniture, making drap-
eries, refinishing furniture, and making decorative objects and craft 
items. Skills not from the list in the questionnaire that were mentioned 
most frequently by the men included cabinet making, bricklaying, and engine 
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Table 17 
Skills Other Than Those from the List in the Questionnaire Which Husbands 
and Wives Indicated They Would be Interested in Learning or Improving 
Skills listed as wanting to learn or improve 
Husbands: 
Carbinet or furniture making 
Brick laying 
Welding and metal work 
Repair of small motors and gas engines 
Minor auto maintenance 
Chair caning 
Typing and accounting 
Electronics 
Gardening 
Wives: 
Interior decorating 
Se~ing skills 
Making furniture and woodworking 
Masonry work and brick laying 
Insulating a room 
Paneling a wall 
Putting in a celing 
Ways to organize space 
Framing pictures 
Auto repair and maintenance 
Number of times 
mentioned 
8 
3 
3 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
3 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
repair. The women most often mentioned interior decorating, sewing skills, 
making furniture, organizing space, and woodworking. 
The information about skills adds to our knowledge about husbands and 
wives in the homeowner population, plus their insights into their own 
skills and tendencies to use those skills. As indicated in the section on 
Derivation of Composite Measures, this information on the skills of hus-
bands and wives was used later to develop an overall measure of the tenden-
79 
cies of husbands and wives to use their skills two of the five basic meas-
ures for housing improvement. 
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Factors Associated with Housing Improvement 
This section includes findings and discussions of housing improvements 
made by homeowners in Ames, Iowa, and their tendencies to use household 
production (nonmarket labor) to make those improvements. The section is 
divided into four parts each focused on one of the four basic measures 
developed in this study to represent housing improvement: housing produc-
tion input scores (HPI), self-help housing production rate (SHPR), self-
help housing production input (SHPI), and scores for the tendencies of 
husbands and wives to use their housing improvement skills (TTUS). 
The results are given from two kinds of statistical tests that were 
completed to identify tendencies of each of the four basic measures for 
housing improvement to be associated with 14 empirical variables (factors) 
that represent family attributes (two measures), human values (six), home 
improvement skills of husbands and wives (two), and housing characteristics 
(four). Pearsonian coefficients of correlation were determined first for 
all variables except socioeconomic status and the respondents' estimate of 
the $-value of his home where data were missing for some families. When 
the correlation coefficients were r = ±.200 or higher, chi-square tests 
were computed to ascertain the significant associations of the variables at 
a .05 or lower level of probability that the associations could have been 
due to chance. 
Housing Production Input Scores 
The housing production input (HPI) scores, as interpreted previously 
under Derivation of Composite Measures, is the percentage that the number 
of housing improvements and repairs made and planned by the family were of 
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the total number possible during a four-year period. The respondents had 
been asked which of the 17 kinds of improvements and repairs they had made 
during the past two years and which they were planning to make during the 
next two years. Thus, the highest possible number of improvements any fam-
ily could report was 34. 
Correlation coefficients of r = ±.200 or higher were obtained and chi-
squares performed for four of the 14 factor variables; these were age of 
husband (r = -.357), socioeconomic status, skills of husbands (r = .330), 
and skills of wives (r = .316). None of the six variables representing 
human values or of the four related to housing characteristics were cor-
related adequately with housing production input scores to justify further 
analysis of assocation. 
Age £i Husband 
When tested by chi square, this variable was associated with housing 
production inputs--that is, tendencies to make improvements--by families at 
the .05 level of probability (Table 18). Of the 44 husbands who were 52 to 
72 years of age, only seven (16 percent) had HPI scores that were compara-
tively highest (32-69). In contrast, when the husbands were under 52 years 
of age, 51 percent of those 39 to 51 years and 44 percent of the ones 26 to 
38 years had comparatively highest HPI scores. Lowest housing production 
input scores were found for 36 percent of the families with heads 52 to 72 
years of age in contrast with only 25 percent for each of the two family 
groups with middle-aged or younger husbands. On the basis of these 
results, the null hypothesis I-A-l, that ages of husbands were not associa-
ted significantly with housing product1on inputs, was rejected. 
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Table 18 
Overall Housing Production Input (HPI) Score As 
Associated with Demographic Attributes 
Overall housing imErovement inEut 
Low Middle High 
Demographic !O-152 (18-292 (32-792 
attributes N % N % N % 
Age of husband !~ears2 
Younger (26-38) 9 25.0 11 30.6 16 44.4 
Middle (39-51) 9 25.7 8 22.9 18 51.4 
Older (52-72) l§. 36.4 11. 47.7 ..1. 15.9 
Total 34 29.6 40 34.8 41 35.6 
Socioeconomic status 
Lower (31-46) 16 41.0 12 30.8 11 28.2 
Middle (47-57) 11 28.2 12 30.8 16 41.0 
Higher (58-72) 
..1. 1Jh2. l§. f±.l.d li lZ.:.§. 
Total 34 29.6 40 34.8 41 35.6 
score 
Total 
N % 
36 100.0 
35 100.0 
..!t!i 100.0 
115 100.0 
39 100.0 
39 100.0 
-.If.. 100.0 
115 100.0 
X~(4df) = 12.89 > 11.668. Significant at the .02 level of probability 
X (4df) = 5.27 < 9.488. Not significant at the .05 level of probability 
Socioeconomic Status 
The results of the chi-square computations revealed that socioeconomic 
status was not significantly associated with overall housing production 
input (Table 18). Therefore, the null hypothesis of no relationship was 
supported. A slight trend was evident from the percentage distribution, 
however. For example, close to half of the families in each of the three 
levels of socioeconomic status had scores that loaded (41 percent-43 per-
cent) in a different but nonlinear level of housing production input. Fam-
ilies of comparatively lowest status were more likely to have low input 
scores of 0 to 15; those of middle status were loaded toward the highest 
input level of 32 to 79; and those of the highest status most frequently 
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had input scores within the middle range of 18-29. These distributions 
reveal a curvilinear instead of a linear pattern of association. One of 
the assumptions of the chi square statistic is that the general pattern of 
relationships of the data is linear. Therefore, this procedure was not the 
most appropriate one for testing this empirical hypothesis (I-A-2). 
Housing Improvement Skills £f Husbands ~ Wives 
Empirical null hypothesis I-C-2 was rejected because the chi-square 
coefficient was lower than the .05 level of probability that the associa-
tion indicated were due to chance (Table 19). Housing production input 
(HPI) scores were associated significantly with the skill score of wives at 
a comparatively high level of .0005. For the wives, skill scores tended to 
have a high direct relationship with increased inputs to housing produc-
tion. 
The comparatively lower level of significance (.09) for the husbands 
resulted from a tendency toward nonlinearity of relationships of the two 
variables while a linear relationship was evident for the wives. For hus-
bands with lower housing improvement skills, the modal (most frequent) 
level of housing production input was also low (1-15). For husbands with 
middle skill scores, however, the most frequent inputs (44 percent) were at 
the higher skill level of 32 to 79, and husbands with higher skill scores 
were loaded in the middle range of 18 to 29. It appeared that circumstan-
ces other than the skill levels of husbands were intervening to reduce 
their tendencies to apply the skills they had toward improvement and repair 
of their homes. As a result of the .09 level of significance which is 
greater than the .05 level required to reject the null hypothesis I-C-l, 
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Table 19 
Overall Housing Production Input (HPI) Scores As Associated with 
the Housing Improvement Skills of Husbands and Wives 
Overall housing Eroduction inEut score 
Low Middle High 
Housing improvement (0-15) (18-292 (32-792 Total 
skills N % N % N % N % 
Skill score of wife 
Lower (34-77) 20 54.1 9 24.3 8 21. 3 37 100.0 
Middle (79-103) 7 17 .5 20 50.0 13 32.5 40 100.0 
Higher (104-169) 
.2. lU II ll:..2. 20 .2b1. ..1!! 100.0 
Total 34 29.6 40 34.8 41 35.6 115 100.0 
Skill score of husband 
Lower (34-102) 17 43.6 13 33.3 9 23.1 39 100.0 
Middle (103-134) 10 26.3 11 28.9 17 44.7 38 100.0 
Higher (135-202) 
.2. 1.§.d l§. 42.1 12. 12.:.1 ..l§. 100.0 
Total 34 29.6 40 34.8 41 35.6 115 100.0 
X;(4df) = 20.50> 20.0. Significant at the .0005 level of probability 
X (4df) = 8.07 < 9.488. Not significant at the .05 level of probability 
the null hypothesis of no relationship between skills of husbands and hous-
ing production input was not rejected. 
In summary, only two of the 14 variables were found to be signifi-
cantly associated with the tendencies of homeowner families in Ames to 
make improvements and repairs in their housing during a four-year period. 
These tendencies were positively associated with the skill scores of the 
wives at a .0005 level and with the age of husbands at a .01 level. 
Se1f-he1E Housing Production ~ 
The self-help housing production rate (SHPR), as interpreted earlier 
under Derivation of Composite Measures, represents tendencies of families 
who did make or intended to make housing improvements over a four-year 
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period to do the work themselves. An SHPR was derived for each family by 
multiplying the number of improvements made and planned by four, which was 
the score for doing all the work for a specific task within the family. 
This score was then divided into the sum of the family's actual, as 
obtained by using the following code: 
2 = did or planned with all labor hired 
3 = did or planned with some labor hired, some done by the family 
4 = did or planned with all labor done by the family. 
The quotient measured the comparative tendencies of the family to use self-
help to accomplish the task instead of using market labor. It was multi-
plied by 100 to eliminate the decimals and convert the score to a whole 
number. 
To test the null hypothesis for association of the SHPR scores with 
the 14 factors in the Grid of Hypotheses, Pearsonian coefficients of cor-
relation were determined first. The following items representing family 
characteristics correlated at r = ±.200: husbands' age (r = -.245), socio-
economic status,_ housing values of wives (r = .244), skills of husbands 
(r = .440), and skills of wives (r = .244). The remaining five variables 
representing values of husbands and wives and the four related to housing 
characteristics were not correlated adequately with SHPR scores to justify 
further analysis. 
Age 2i Husband 
Although the ages of husbands were correlated at r = -.245 with self-
help housing production rates, the chi-square test yielded a coefficient of 
3.14 which was significant only at the .54 level of probability that the 
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association was due to chance (Table 20). This measure of probability was 
much higher than the level of .05 that had been selected for use in this 
study. Therefore, null hypothesis II-A-l was not rejected, and it was con-
eluded that the ages of husbands were not associated significantly with the 
self-help housing production rates. 
Table 20 
Self-help Housing Production Rate (SHPR) As Associated 
with Demographic Attributes 
Self-hele housing eroduction rate 
Lower Middle Higher 
Demographic (50-752 P6-9 l l (91-1002 Total 
attributes N % N % N % N % 
Socioeconomic status 
Lower (31-46) 10 25.6 13 33.3 16 41.1 39 100.0 
Middle (47-57) 11 28.2 17 43.6 11 28.2 39 100.0 
Higher (58-72) .fQ. 54.1 
.2- 18.9 1& 27.0 ..11. 100.0 
Total 41 35.6 37 32.2 37 32.2 115 100.0 
Husbands' age (years} 
Younger (26-38) 10 27.8 11 30.6 15 41.7 36 100.0 
Middle (39-51) 12 34.3 12 34.3 11 31.4 35 100.0 
Older (52-72) 12. 43.2 14 31.8 II ll:Q 44 100.0 
Total 41 35.6 37 32.2 37 32.2 115 100.0 
X; (4df) = 10.28> 9.488. Significant at the .05 level of probability 
X (4df) = 3.14 < 9.488. Not significant at the .05 level of probability 
Socioeconomic Status (SES) 
Scores for socioeconomic status (a composite of annual money income, 
the level of education, and types of occupation at the main earner) were 
significantly associated with the SHPR scores at the .05 level of probabil-
ity (Table 20). Of the 37 families who had higher SES scores (58-72), 
slightly more than half (54 percent) had relatively low SHPR scores. In 
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contrast to this proportion, only about a fourth (28 percent and 25 per-
cent, respectively) of those with middle and lower SES scores also had mid-
dle level SHPR scores, and 41 percent of those in the lower SES level had 
among the highest SHPR scores. Thus, a linear association was evident, 
revealing that families with the highest SES scores were much less prone, 
and those with the lowest SES scores were most inclined to do their own 
housing improvements and repairs rather than to hire the work done. Based 
on these results, null hypothesis II-A-2 was rejected, and it was concluded 
that socioeconomic status was significantly associated with tendencies of 
the families to use nonmarket (self-help) instead of market sources of 
labor. 
Housing Values 2t Wives 
Although the housing values of wives were correlated with the SHPR 
scores at r = -.261, the chi-square test resulted' in a coefficient of .54 
indicating that the association was due to chance. Further, the percentage 
distributions reported in Table 21 show unusually comparable tendencies of 
wives at the three levels of value orientations to be distributed among the 
three levels of SHPR scores. Thus, null hypothesis II-B-6 was not rejected, 
and it was concluded that there was no significant association between the 
levels of value orientations of wives with respect to housing and the ten-
dencies of their families to do their own housing improvements and repairs 
instead of using paid labor. 
Housing Improvement Skills 
Scores for housing improvement skills, as perceived by husbands and 
Wives, correlated with the self-help housing production score at r = .440 
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Table 21 
Self-help Housing Production Rate (SHPR) As Associated 
with Housing Value Scores of Wives 
Self-help housing production rate 
Housing values 
Value score of wife 
Lower (13-26) 
Middle (27-34) 
Higher (35-44) 
Total 
Lower 
(50-75) 
N '70 
14 38.9 
14 35.0 
II .ll:l 
41 35.6 
Middle 
(76-91) 
N % 
12 33.3 
12 30.0 
II .ll:l. 
37 32.2 
X2(4df) = .59 < 9.488. Not significant at the 
Higher 
(92-100) 
N % 
10 27.8 
14 35.0 
13 lld 
37 32.2 
.05 level of 
Total 
N % 
36 100.0 
40 100.0 
...l2. 100.0 
115 100.0 
probability 
for husbands and r = .244 for wives. When chi square tests were computed, 
however, the wives' skills were associated at only the .232 level of sig-
nificance, a level of probability due to chance that was much higher than 
the .05 level selected for this study. Therefore, null hypothesis II-C-2 
could not be rejected, that is, the data did not provide adequate evidence 
that the housing improvement skills of wives were associated significantly 
with the family scores for self-help housing production rate. 
The chi-square test revealed that the scores of husbands for skills in 
housing improvement were associated significantly with SHPR scores at the 
.0001 level of probability (Table 22). Three-fifths (61 percent) of the 
husbands with lower skill scores also were in families with lower self-help 
pousing production scores. Further, approximately three-fifths (58 per-
cent) of the husbands with higher skill scores were in families with higher 
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Table 22 
Self-help Housing Production Rate (SHPR) As Associated 
with Skills of Husbands and Wives 
Self-hele housing eroduction rate 
Lower Middle Higher 
Housing improvement (50-75) (76-91) (92-100) Total 
skills N % N % N % N ;0 
Skill score of husband 
Lower (34-102) 24 61.4 10 25.6 5 12.8 39 100.0 
Middle (103-134) 13 34.2 15 39.5 10 26.3 38 100.0 
Higher (135-202) 
...!i 1.9..:..2. 12 lL..§. .?1. 1Z.:..2. -lli 100.0 
Total 41 35.6 37 32.2 37 32.2 115 100.0 
Skill score of wife 
Lower (34-77) 18 48.6 11 29.6 8 21.6 37 100.0 
Middle (78-103) 12 30.0 15 37.5 13 32.5 40 100.0 
Higher (104-169) II l§..:.2. II 28.9 1.§. ~ -lli 100.0 
Total 41 35.6 37 32.2 37 32.2 115 100.0 
X~(4df) = 27.99 > 23.5. Significant at the .0001 level of probability. 
X (4df) = 5.58 < 9.488. Not significant at the .05 level of probability. 
skill scores were in families with higher SHPR scores. Thus, null hypoth-
esis II-C-l was rejected, and it was concluded that the home improvement 
skills of husbands were associated significantly and positively with the 
tendencies of their families to do home improvements and repairs instead of 
hiring the work done. 
In summary, of the five null hypotheses tested, only two were 
rejected; these were for socioeconomic status and housing improvement 
l' 
skills of husbands. As family socioeconomic level advanced and as skills 
of husbands increased, families were more prone to do their own housing 
improvements instead of using paid labor. Family characteristics that were 
tested and found to be not significantly associated with tendencies to use 
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self-help in housing production were husbands' ages plus the wives' housing 
values and home improvement skills. 
Self-help Housing Production Input 
The self-help housing production input (SHPI) score, as derived ear-
lier under Derivation of Composite Measures, differs from the self-help 
housing production rate in that it is weighted according to the actual num-
ber of improvements and repairs made or expected during the four-year 
period. As noted previously, the self-help housing production rate was 
based on the tendency for improvements made to be done by self-help. It 
represented the tendencies to use self-help instead of hiring market labor. 
The SHPI score is a more accurate measure of the amount of labor done by 
self-help production per se. 
Three steps were used to obtain the self-help housing production input 
(SHPI) score. First, the lowest possible score for self-help housing pro-
duction rate of 50 was subtracted from the self-help housing production 
score for each family. Second, the result was multiplied by the number of 
improvements made and planned to give additional weight to families who 
were inclined to make or need to make a greater number of improvements. 
And third, the product was divided by ten to reduce the size of the numer-
als. 
When SHPI scores were correlated with the 14 factors in the Grid of 
Hypotheses, only four had coefficients of r = ±.200 or higher. These were 
age of husband (r = -.324), socioeconomic status, skills of husbands 
(r = .504), and skills of wives (r = .432). Those that did not correlate 
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high enough for further analysis included the six variables representing 
human values and the four involving housing characteristics. 
Age £f Husband 
When tested by chi-square, this variable was significantly associated 
with the self-help housing production input (SHPI) scores at the .05 level 
of probability (Table 23). The trend, however, appeared to be more curvi-
linear than linear. For example, about two-fifths (40 percent and 43 per-
cent, respectively) of the middle-aged and older husbands had SHPI scores 
at the middle level. Further, around two-fifths (47 percent and 37 per-
cent, respectively) of the husbands at the younger and middle-age level had 
SHPI scores within the highest range, while only one-fifth of the older 
husbands were within this range. At none of the three age levels was there 
any progression in percentages from lowest to highest or vice versa, even 
though a chi-square value of .05 from the test indicated sufficient lin-
earity to make this test fully applicable. Therefore, only a tentative 
rejection of null hypothesis III-A-I could be made with a conclusion that 
the ages of husbands were associated with the self-help housing production 
input scores of the families. 
Socioeconomic Status 
When a chi-square test was performed to determine whether or not there 
was a significant association between family socioeconomic status and the 
self-help housing production input score, the level of probability that the 
association was due to chance was .77. This was higher than the .05 level 
selected in this study as a criterion at or under which significant associa-
tion would be recognized. Therefore, null hypothesis III-A-2 was not 
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Table 23 
Self-help Housing production Input (SHPI) Score As 
Associated with Demographic Attributes 
Self-helE housing Eroduction inEut 
Low Middle High 
Demographic {O-18} (19-38} (39-115} Total 
attributes N % N % N % N % 
Age of husband (~ears) 
Younger (26-38) 13 36.1 6 16.7 17 47.2 36 100.0 
Middle (39-51) 8 22.9 14 40.0 13 37.1 35 100.0 
Older (52-72) 16 36.4 14 40.0 
-2. 20.5 44 100.0 
Total 37 32.2 39 33.9 39 33.9 115 100.0 
Socioeconomic status 
Lower (31-46) 14 35.9 14 35.9 11 28.2 39 100.0 
Middle (47-57) 12 30.8 11 28.2 16 41.0 39 100.0 
Higher (58-72) 11 29.7 li lZd II 32.4 ..1l. 100.0 
Total 37 32.2 39 33.9 39 33.9 115 100.0 
2 10.35> 9.488. X2 (4df) = Significant at the .05 level of probability X (4df) = 1.83 < 9.488. Not significant at the .05 level of probability. 
rejected, and it was concluded that socioeconomic status was not related to 
the tendencies of families to use their own instead of paid labor for those 
amounts of improvements which they had already made or expected to make. 
Housing ImErovement Skills 
Husbands' skills In this instance, the tendency was for the family 
self-help housing production input score to rise as the husbands' total 
level of skills improved, especially between the lowest and middle levels 
of skills (Table 24). Percentage distributions for SHPI scores were simi-
lar at the middle and high skills category levels; approximately the same 
proportions (24 percent and 21 percent) were within the lowest SHPI range 
and, in the highest range, the percentages were 47 and 42, respectively. 
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Table 24 
Self-help Housing Production Input (SHPI) Score As Associated 
with Skill Scores of Husbands and Wives 
Self-helE housing Eroduction inI!ut score 
Lower Middle Higher 
Housing improvement (0-18) !19-38) P9-115) Total 
skills N % N % N % N % 
Skill score of husband 
Lower (34-lO2) 20 51.3 14 35.9 5 12.3 39 100.0 
Middle (103-134) 9 23.7 11 28.9 18 47.4 38 100.0 
Higher (135-202) ~ lL.!. 14 l§..J!. l.§. ~ ..1.§. 100.0 
Total 37 32.2 39 33.9 39 33.9 115 100.0 
Skill score of wife 
Lower (34-77) 18 48.6 14 37.8 5 13.5 37 100.0 
Middle (78-103) 12 30.0 15 37.5 13 32.5 40 100.0 
Higher (104-169) 2- l§.:i 1Q. 26.3 11. 22:.l ..1.§. 100.0 
Total 37 32.2 39 33.9 39 33.9 US 100.0 
X~(4df) = 15.05 > 14. 9. Significant at the .005 level of probability 
X (4df) = 16.05> 14.9. Significant at the .005 level of probabi 1i ty 
In contrast, when husbands' skill scores were lowest, half of them (51 per-
cent) was also in the lowest range of SHPI scores, a third (36 percent) was 
in the middle group, and only an eighth was in the highest SHPI group. 
From these distributions, a chi-square test yielded a coefficient of asso-
ciation at the .005 level of probability. Thus, null hypothesis III-C-l 
was rejected, and it was concluded that home improvement skills of the hus-
bands were significantly associated with the input scores for self-help 
housing production. 
Wives' skills Although the relationships of the wives' skill 
scores as associated with the family self-help housing production input 
score appeared to be more linear than that for the husbands, the extent of 
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association was similar in strength according to the chi-squre test 
results. The probability of association was .005, the same level as for 
the husbands. Approximately half (49 percent) of the wives with lowest 
level skills was in families within the lowest range of SHPI scores, more 
than a third (38 percent) of the wives with middle level skill scores was 
in the middle SHPI group, and slightly more than half (55 percent) of those 
with highest skill scores was also in the highest category of self-help 
housing production input scores. These results justified a rejection of 
null hypothesis III-C-2 and a conclusion that families were more prone to 
do their own housing improvements and repairs in the amounts needed when 
their wives ranked comparatively higher in the relevant skills. 
By way of summary, the self-help housing production input score was 
most closely associated with the levels of skills of husbands and wives and 
with the ages of husbands. Socioeconomic level, the other variable tested, 
was not significantly associated at the .05 level with the SHPI scores. As 
husbands became older, they were much less likely to be in families with 
high SHPI scores. Higher SHPI scores were proportionately more frequent as 
the home improvement skills of husbands and wives advanced. 
Tendencies-to-Use Skills Index 
The tendencies-to-use skills (TTUS) index is one which was applied to 
both the husbands' and wives' expectations about using their personal 
skills for housing improvement and repair if they were needed in the 
future. As described in the previous section on Derivation of Composite 
Measures, this index was derived by dividing the total score each spouse 
received for probability of using their skills, if they were needed in the 
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future, by their total score for their estimates of their ability at doing 
the same tasks. (See complete list of tasks in Appendix A). 
When the TTUS index for husbands and wives was each correlated with 
the l4-factor variables listed in the Grid of Hypotheses, of the possible 
28, six correlated at r = ±.200 or higher and were used in chi-square com-
putations. The husbands' TTUS index correlated with socioeconomic status, 
with the contact persons' score for housing quality (r = -.273), with the 
respondents' estimate of the $-value of his house, and with the average 
1970 census block $-value of the house (r = -.272). Indexes for the wives 
were correlated with husbands' age (r = -.272) and socioeconomic status. 
The husbands' and wives' TTUS indexes did not correlate with any of the 
six variables representing human values or with the scores for the home 
improvement skills of either the husbands or wives. Further, the husbands' 
TTUS index was not correlated at r = ±.200 or higher with his age or the 
respondents' rating of his housing quality. The TTUS indexes of the wives 
were not correlated with any of the variables representing housing charac-
teristics. 
Demographic Attributes 
When tested by chi-square, indexes for both husbands and wives were 
found to be associated significantly with socioeconomic status (husbands at 
the.OOl level and wives at the .05 level of probability). Of the 39 hus-
bands with comparatively lowest socioeconomic status scores, 54 percent had 
comparatively highest TTUS indexes. Comparable proportions (49 percent) of 
the husbands in the middle range of socioeconomic scores also had middle 
range TTUS indexes. Likewise, 49 percent of the husbands in the highest 
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socioeconomic group were within the lowest range of TTUS indexes. There-
fore, a negative and linear relationship was evident, as shown in Table 25, 
between socioeconomic status and the tendencies of husbands to use their 
skills to make home improvements. As socioeconomic status of the family 
was higher, tendencies for husbands to expect to use their skills were 
lower. On the basis of this result, null hypothesis IV-A-2 was rejected. 
Table 25 
Husbands' Tendencies-to-Use Skills (TTUS) Index for Housing 
Improvements As Associated with Demographic Attributes 
Husbands' tendencies to use skills 
Middle Higher 
Demographic 
attributes 
Lower 
(46-99) 
N % 
(100-117) (118-195) Total 
N % N % N % 
Socioeconomic status 
Lower (31-46) 10 25.6 8 20.5 21 53.9 39 100.0 
Middle (47-57) 8 20.5 19 48.7 12 30.8 39 100.0 
Higher (58-72) l§. ~ li lZ...Ji .2 11:.1 -11.. 100.0 
Total 36 31.3 41 35.7 38 33.0 115 100.0 
X2(4df) = 19.27 > 18.465. Significant at the .001 level of probability 
With respect to the TTUS indexes of the wives, significant associa-
tions at the .02 and .05 levels of probability, respectively, were found 
with the ages of their husbands and their family socioeconomic status 
scores (Table 26). A strong linear trend was evident for the relationship 
of wives' TTUS indexes with the age of husband. When husbands were older, 
wives were less prone to expect to use their skills. Of the respective age 
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Table 26 
Wives' Tendencies-to-Use Skills (TTUS) Index for Housing Improvements 
As Associated with Demographic Attributes 
Wives' tendencies to use skills 
Middle Higher 
Demographic 
attributes 
Lower 
(27-99) 
N % 
(100-117l (118-155) Total 
N % N % N % 
Husbands' age (~earsl 
Younger (26-38) 7 19.4 14 38.9 15 41.7 36 100.0 
Middle (39-51) 8 22.9 17 48.5 10 28.6 35 100.0 
Older (52-72) 11 d.Q.& 1Q Zb1. 12 lI:1. .l!!i 100.0 
Total 37 32.2 41 35.7 37 32.1 115 100.0 
Socioeconomic status 
Lower (31-46) 12 30.8 11 28.2 16 41.0 39 100.0 
Middle (47-57) 12 30.8 11 28.2 16 41.0 39 100.0 
Higher (58-72) II l2.J.. l2. 51.4 ..2. 13.5 ..l1. 100.0 
Total 37 32.2 41 35.6 37 32.2 115 100.0 
X;(4df) = 12.39 > 11. 688. Significant at the .02 level of probability 
X (4df) = 9.82 > 9.488. Significant at the .05 level of probability 
levels of husbands, 50 percent of the older group had low TTUS indexes for 
wives, 40 percent of the middle group had indexes within the middle TTUS 
level, and 42 percent of the families with youngest husbands had wives with 
comparatively high TTUS indexes. On this basis, null hypothesis V-A-l was 
rejected. 
Socioeconomic status of the family was associated with the TTUS 
indexes of the wives at the .05 level of probability which was adequate to 
reject the null hypothesis V-A-2. However, the degree of linearity 
observed in the percentage distribution (Table 26) was much less than in 
the case of the association of the husbands' TTUS indexes with the family 
socioeconomic status score. Within each range of socioeconomic status 
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scores for the families, close to one-third of the wives were also in the 
lowest range of TTUS indexes. Over half (51 percent) of the wives whose 
families had the highest socioeconomic status scores had TTUS indexes in 
the middle range while 41 percent of those with middle and low socioeco-
nomic status scores had the highest level of TTUS indexes. Although the 
association was not fully linear, wives were most prone to expect to use 
their skills for housing improvement when their family's socioeconomic sta-
tus was comparatively lowest. 
Housing Characteristics 
The husbands' tendency-to-use skills indexes also correlated at the 
r ~ ±.200 level or higher with two of the four housing characteristics from 
the list of 14 factor variables used in this research. Chi-squares were 
performed for the following three items: the contact person's score for 
housing quality, the respondents' estimates of the $-values of the house, 
and the census block average $-value of the house. 
Contact person's score i2r housing quality A generally linear ten-
dency was revealed for the husband's TTUS indexes to be associated at the 
.001 level of significance with the contact person's score for housing qual-
ity (Table 27). As the quality score for the house rose, the husbands' TTUS 
indexes tended to be lower. Of the 27 husbands whose houses had quality 
scores in the lower group, over half (59 percent) also had TTUS indexes 
which were in the highest group of scores. Of the respondents with houses 
scored in the highest group on the basis of housing quality, half (50 per-
cent) also had lowest level TTUS indexes. The general trend then was for 
those families with the highest quality houses, as judged by the contact 
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Table 27 
Husbands' Tendencies-to-Use Skills (TTUS) Index for Housing 
Improvements As Associated with Housing Characteristics 
Husbands' tendencies to use skills 
Lower Middle Higher 
(46-99) (100-117) (118-195) Total 
Housing characteristics N % N % N % N % 
Contact Eersons' score for housing gua1it~ 
Lower (11-17) 
Middle (18-20) 
Higher (21-30) 
Total 
ResEondents' estimate of 
Lower ($13-26,000) 
Miqd1e ($26,5-35,000) 
Higher ($36-75,000) 
Total 
1970 census block average 
Lower ($11-20,900) 
Middle ($21-29,000) 
Higher 
Total 
X~(4df) = 
X2(4df) = X (4df) = 
($29,5-48,300) 
20.10> 18.465. 
18.93> 18.465. 
6.56 < 9.488. 
3 11.1 8 29.6 16 59.3 27 100.0 
10 23.8 17 40.5 15 35.7 42 100.0 
23 22.:.Q l§. ~ ..2 15.2 46 100.0 
36 31.3 41 35.7 38 33.0 115 100.0 
~-va1ue of his house 
8 21.1 13 34.2 17 44.7 38 100.0 
7 18.4 14 36.8 17 44.8 38 100.0 
11. ' .ll.& li 12..& ..!i lQ.d ..l.§. 100.0 
36 31.3 41 35.7 38 33.0 115 100.0 
~-va1ue of the house 
8 21. 7 13 34.2 17 44.7 38 100.0 
10 30.3 11 33.3 12 36.4 33 100.0 
!.§. 40.9 II 38.6 ...i 20.5 44 100.0 
36 31.3 41 35.7 38 33.0 115 100.0 
Significant at the .001 level of probability 
Significant at the .001 level of probability 
Not significant at the .05 level of probability 
person, to have husbands with the lowest TTUS indexes and vice versa. 
Based on the above results, the null hypotheSis IV-D-1 was rejected. 
ResEondents' estimates Qf the ~-va1ue £f ~ house The chi-square 
results of the association of the husbands' tendency-to-use skills indexes 
with the respondent's estimate of the $-va1ue of his house was significant 
to reject the null hypothesis IV-D-3 at the .001 level. Of the 39 husbands 
whose estimated $-va1ue of their houses was comparatively the highest, 21 
(54 percent) had a tendency-to-use skills index score which fell in the 
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lowest group. Only four (10 percent) of the husbands who had houses with 
the highest estimates of $-value also had tendency-to-use skills indexes in 
the highest group. However, of the 38 husbands whose houses were in the 
lowest third of estimated $-values, 45 percent had tendency-to-use indexes 
in the highest range of scores. The tendency shown was for families with 
the higher $-value houses to have the husbands with the lower tendency-to-
use skills index scores while those families with the lower $-value houses 
had husbands with the higher tendency-to-use skills index scores. At all 
three levels of housing values, there were about one-third of the husbands 
in the middle group for tendencies to use their skills. This probably 
indicates that factors other than the $-value of the house influence the 
improvements made and planned as well as who does them. 
Census block average $-value While census block $-values did cor-
relate at the r = -.25 level of probability with the tendencies of husbands 
to use their skills, when chi-square tests were performed the resulting x2 
value was 6.56, which is significant at the .160 level but not at the .05 
level as set as necessary to reject the null hypothesis for this study. 
Table 27 shows that the distribution of persons within each of the 
cells was too nearly equal to allow a trend to be distinguished. Part of 
the reason for this may have been the inaccuracies which occur when values 
of houses in a total census block are averaged to obtain a value for the 
block, even though houses in the block may have had very unlike values. 
Because of these results, the null hypothesis IV-D-4 could not be rejected. 
In conclusion, it would seem that those variables found to be most 
closely related to the tendencies of husbands and wives to use their skills 
for housing improvement when the need arises are age of husbands and the 
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socioeconomic status of the family for the wives and socioeconomic status 
plus housing characteristics for the husbands. As the socioeconomic status 
of the family rose, the tendencies of both husbands and wives to use their 
housing skills fell and vice versa. When the husbands were older, the 
wives tended to use their skills less. And, as the quality estimates and 
$-value estimates for the house rose, the tendencies of husbands to use 
their skills fell. 
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Interpretation 
Information gathered and analyzed in this study of home improvement by 
homeowners in Ames, Iowa, was obtained from questionnaires answered by 115 
husbands and wives in March and April, 1974. This section is an attempt to 
look at specific results of data analyzed and, where applicable, to note 
their relation to prior research done with other populations and to show 
how results could be used for future research, education, and legislation 
focused on housing. 
As mentioned in the limitations, the results cannot be expected to be 
applicable to other populations nor will they all be likely to remain 
applicable to the same population after several years have passed. Fur-
ther, if this study was repeated today, the results might differ from the 
present findings if certain methods employed in gathering the data were 
altered, empirical measures for variables were improved, and statistical 
techniques for analysis were changed or extended to more formidable and 
conclusive tests such as factor analysis and regression. It is believed, 
however, that findings of the present study not only are amenable to prac-
tical application to housing problems in Ames, but they also provide sev-
eral bases for more refined design of further research. 
In Table 2 of the section on Structure of the Study, hypotheses for 
the present research were presented in matrix form. It represented 70 com-
binations of five empirical variables for housing improvements, each 
hypothesized as not being associated with 14 family characteristics. Table 
28 is the same matrix with the addition of results of correlations and chi-
square tests to summarize findings from testing the hypotheses. About 
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Table 28 
Grid for Empirical Hypothesis, in the Null Form, with Levels 
of Significance As Determined by Chi-square Tests 
Empirical hypotheses in 
null form for the five 
general hVDotheses Variables hypothesized as not associated 
with general hypotheses I a lIb IIIc IVd Ve 
A. DemograEhic attributes: 
1. Age of husband .01 n.s. .05 * .02 
2. Socioeconomic status n.s. .05 n.S. .001 .05 
B. Human values: 
1. Terminal values of husbands * * * * * 
2. Terminal values of wives 
* * * * * 3. Instrumental values of husbands 
* * * * * 4. Instrumental values of wives 
* 
~~ 
* * 
"';'( 
5. Housing values of husbands 
* * * * * 6. Housing values of wives * n. s. * * * 
C. Housing imErovement skills: 
1. Husbands n.s . .0001 * * "I: 
2. Wives • 0005 n. s. * * * 
D. Housing characteristics: 
1. Contact person's score for housing 
quality * * * .001 * 
2. Respondent's score for housing qual-
ity * * * * * 
3. Respondent's estimate of $-value * * * .001 * 4. 1970 census block average $-value 
* * * 
n. s. 
* 
aScores for family tendencies to make housing improvements during the 
past two and the coming two years are not associated with variables repre-
sented by the cells. 
bSelf-help housing production rates are not associated with empirical 
variables represented in the cells. 
cSelf-help housing production input scores are not associated with 
empirical variables represented in the cells. 
~usbands' tendency-to-use skills indexes are not associated with 
empirical variables represented in the cells. 
eWives' tendency-to-use skills indexes are not associated with empiri-
cal variables represented in the cells. 
* No correlation of the r = ±.20 level or above. 
n.s. - chi-square results not significant at .05 level of probability. 
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three-fourths of the 70 pairs of variables that represented the empirical 
hypotheses did not correlate as high as r = ±.20, the criterion selected as 
a rough indicator of association. In Table 28, they are represented by the 
symbol "*." When chi-square tests were made for the remaining 17 pairs of 
variables, ten (14 percent of the total) yielded coefficients of probabil-
ity of .05 or lower, a measure for the probability that the association of 
variables was not due to chance. These ten null hypotheses that were 
rejected--that is, the paired variables were found to be significantly 
associated--are represented in the table by their respective levels of 
probability. The seven null hypotheses, that failed to reveal Significant 
association of the variables (10 percent of all hypotheses), are indicated 
by "n.s." in Table 28. 
Therefore, in terms of the data available and the procedures used in 
this study, comparatively few of the factors studied were significantly 
associated with the five variables that had been selected to represent 
housing improvement. Of the four general types of factors, the overall 
tendencies to be associated with housing improvement ranged from human val-
ues (least frequently associated) to housing characteristics, housing 
improvement skills of husbands and wives, and demographic attributes (most 
frequently associated). Of the tests made for the associations of each of 
these four general types of family characteristics with housing improve-
ments, the proportions of null hypotheses that could be rejected were 60 
percent for demographic attributes, 20 percent for skills of husbands and 
wives, 10 percent for housing characteristics, and 0 percent for human val-
ues. 
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Of the five measures used for housing improvement, significant associ-
ations with the 14 factors were found most often for the husbands' ten-
dency-to-use skills (three cases). The self-help housing production input 
score was associated only with age of husband. Thus, the general conclu-
sion was drawn that human values, housing improvement skills, and housing 
characteristics were seldom associated with tendencies to improve housing 
or to use skills of husbands and wives for that purpose. 
It should also be pOinted out that failure to identify a larger number 
of factors that were associated with the five indicators used for housing 
improvement may be reasonably valid representations of the housing situa-
tion among homeowners in Ames, with both husband and wife present in the 
home. It is possible that several family characteristics not included in 
the study might have more influence on the housing improvement practices. 
On the other hand, the factors selected for the study may have been reason-
able ones, but the procedures used for obtaining and analyzing data may 
need refinement. 
The data might well be examined further to find if there are ways of 
deriving more valid empirical measures for value factors and the housing 
improvement variables. It is possible that the efforts to limit the number 
of analyses by using composite variables for each of the three types of 
values and the indicators of housing improvement tended to reduce the reli-
ability of the measures. One way of finding out would be to factor analyze 
all or most of the data for individual value items or small groups of them. 
Further, cluster analysis could help to determine the variables that tend 
to group around a common theme and have adequate reliability as a measure. 
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Although the aforementioned analyses have not been done as part of 
this study, it does become desirable to look at those pieces of information 
available and to note how they may relate to the work of others that have 
come before. Also, as this section proceeds, suggestions will be given for 
further analyses, in specific instances. 
As noted before, the age of the husband and socioeconomic status (edu-
cation, income, and occupation) were the two empirical variables of the 14 
used that were most frequently associated with the five measures developed 
to determine the levels of housing improvement skills of husbands and 
wives, their tendencies to use those skills for housing improvements, and 
the amount of improvement input made. The families with husbands under 39 
years of age also tended to have the highest levels of housing production 
input. As husbands became older, their level of improvement fell. 
Montgomery et al. (1959) found that homemakers under 45 years of age were 
most interested in making improvements in their homes. Beyer (1952) found 
the same result in his study of farm families in New York State. 
The linear association of home improvement scores with socioeconomic 
status indicated that, as the level of SES increased, the tendencies of 
husbands and wives to use their skills decreased and vice versa. This 
finding seems to be congruent with the results found by others. Beyer 
(1952) noted that families in the higher income groups were more likely to 
hire outside help and that there was a higher degree of self-help among 
lower income families. This would seem to support the conclusions of this 
study that self-help housing production rates were associated significantly 
at the .05 level with socioeconomic status. 
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Montgomery et al. (1959) found a marked relationship between use of 
skills and both income and education (i.e., two of the elements of socio-
economic status); however, their relationship showed that higher levels of 
education increased the tendency to make and plan improvements. As a 
result of these findings, it might be well to use education as a separate 
variable as well as including it in socioeconomic status. 
Also, considering income, Sirageldin (1969) found that families with 
low income tended to produce more at home, a result that would again tend to 
support findings of the present study. An added element reported by 
Sirageldin, as related to home production but not considered by the present 
researcher, is that of family size. He found that the larger families do 
the most home production. 
The scores for age of husband and socioeconomic status were often 
related to housing improvements, but, with only one exception, the scores 
for human values (as derived in the section on derivation of composite 
measures) did not correlate with any of the five scores used to measure 
housing improvement input and skill. The one exception was the correlation 
of the wives' self-help housing production rate at a level of r = 0.261. 
When a chi-square test was performed on these two variables, however, the 
level of probability was only .54, nowhere close to the .05 level set as a 
criterion of significance for the present study. It is possible, however, 
that the area of values is one of those where, if the value items had been 
clustered into smaller and more homogeneous groups rather than being used in 
total for each of the three value scales, the results may have been more 
significant. It is recommended that this be done as part of future analy-
ses of the data gathered for the present study. 
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Although the skills of husbands were associated with the housing pro-
duction rate, the two-way frequency table showed a curvilinear trend. Hus-
bands who had lower levels of skills also tended to have lower housing pro-
duction levels; but those with higher levels of skill were most often in the 
middle range of production levels, and those with the middle level of 
skills tended toward higher levels of production. This result could indi-
cate either unidentified intervening variables or the possibility that fur-
ther testing, including factor analysis and(or) regression, would distin-
guish more specific results. The wives' skills, when examined in relation 
to self-help housing production, did not produce results significant at the 
.05 level of probability; however, the results were generally linear in a 
direction that would indicate that those wives with lowest levels of skills 
also had the lowest level of production and that those with the highest 
level of skills had the highest levels of housing production. Lack of 
strength of associat1on may have been caused by intervening variables such 
as age or role typing of wives toward dependence on others such as their 
husbands or paid help to perform certain tasks in the home. 
No correlations at the r = .20 level or higher were found between the 
five scores for housing improvement except for husbands' tendencies-to-use 
skills with housing characteristics. Chi-squares were performed on three 
of the four items as they related to the husbands' tendencies-to-use own 
skills if the need arose, and two of the items were significantly associ-
ated. 
The association of the contact person's scores for housing quality 
showed a linear but negative relationship with tendencies of husbands to 
use their skills; the higher quality houses were most often owned by those 
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husbands who were least likely to use their skills if needed. As Beyer 
(1952) had noted, housing quality has seemed to have much to do with the 
amount of improvements and the type of improvements made or required. 
Respondents' estimates of the $-value of the house also showed a rela-
tionship with the husbands' tendencies to use their skills such that the 
houses of the greatest $-value belonged to husbands whose tendencies were 
least likely to use their skills to make improvements. Perhaps this sug-
gests that the highest level of quality goes along with the highest $-value 
homes. It might also have been well to consider the association of educa-
tion and occupation with quality. Meeks (1972) found that managers and 
professional people had the best quality and best maintained homes. She 
also found that white collar and clerical workers had maintained homes of 
better quality than had blue collar workers, although there was little dif-
ference in income between the two groups. 
One final area where correlation existed between housing characteris-
tics and the husbands' tendencies-to-use their skills was that of the cen-
sus block averages of $-values of housing. However, the chi-square result 
was not adequate to reject the null hypothesis. The best reason that this 
researcher can see is the lack of discrimination that results when average 
values for a block are used rather than actual values of individual housing 
units. Even though this categorization may have been a valid way to choose 
a random sample that included all types and $-values of houses, it does not 
seem to be a reasonable variable for further analysis of the data. 
Data from this study offer several possible relationships and many 
opportunities for further research in the area of housing improvements, 
along with the variables that affect improvements of the dwelling unit. 
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Some additional recommendations that have emerged in the process of doing 
this study will be suggested in the following section. 
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Recommendations 
No claims are made for the generalizations of the results of this 
study as applied to populations other than homeowners in Ames, Iowa, with 
husbands and wives present in the house in the current context of time. 
However, when any study of this type has been completed, the researcher 
finds herself or himself in a position to recommend areas where additional 
programs would be useful or additional information could be gained. These 
recommendations can be divided into three general sections: research, edu-
cation, and legislation. 
Research 
It is recommended that: 
1. The concept of skills be further defined along with gaining infor-
mation about the ways in which skills are learned. 
2. Further research be done on values as they relate to housing, per-
haps including analysis for identification of clusters of values 
to be used instead of value scale totals for testing relationships 
of human values with kinds of improvements and sources of labor 
for making those improvements. 
3. Opportunity costs associated with division of household labor for 
housing maintenance and improvements when wives are or are not 
employed for payor for voluntary services in the community. 
4. Further work be done to test the validity of the measures of home 
improvement input and self-help housing production that were 
developed in this study. 
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5. Clustering of skills of husbands and of wives to identify role 
patterns related to repair, maintenance, and improvement of hous-
ing. 
6. Value scales be restructured to produce greater discrimination 
between items involved in each scale, allowing for wider disper-
sion of responses to aid in clustering values for association with 
skills and proneness to self-help. 
7. Resources such as human skills, time, and money be examined in 
detail as they relate to proneness toward self-help in housing. 
B. The direct effects of the elements of socioeconomic status (money 
income, occupation, and education) be studied separately as they 
relate to home improvements and proneness toward self-help. 
9. Regression analysis be performed to determine the strength and 
direction of the relationships between the measures of family and 
housing characteristics with the measures for housing production 
input and self-help housing production. 
10. Identify and develop methods of disseminating information concern-
ing housing skills and housing services and materials be studied 
in the hope of adding new or better ways of diffusing information 
to the consumer. 
Education 
In regard to education, it is recommended that: 
1. Adult education programs be evaluated in terms of their offerings 
for women as many wives indicated interest in learning housing-
related skills in such areas as electrical repairs, minor appli-
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ance repairs, beginning carpentry, woodworking, interior design 
and space planning, remodeling, and plumbing repair. 
2. Extension personnel examine their offerings of printed material 
and services in the area of housing improvement skills and mate-
rials. 
3. Business relate its services and printed information to meeting 
the needs of homeowners at various stages of the life cycle in 
planning and carrying out the maintenance, repair, and improvement 
of their homes. 
4. Some methods be developed to inform the consumers of available 
sources of professional advice and services which relate to hous-
ing. Respondents indicated very low levels of use of available 
professional services such as architects, educators, bankers, and 
extension personnel. 
Legislation 
Recommendations that relate to legislation include: 
1. Funding for additional educational programs related to housing and 
housing improvement. 
2. Consumer information services with wide availability for use as a 
referral agency to other sources of information and skill in hous-
ing improvement. 
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Summary 
One of the objectives of the present study of home owners in Ames, 
Iowa, was to determine whether any relationships existed between character-
istics of families and the improvements they made in their homes. Another 
objective was to identify some of the circumstances associated with use of 
unpaid family labor (i.e., nonmarket labor) instead of paid labor from the 
market to make the improvements. It was hoped that quantitative methods 
could be found to measure the skills of homeowners plus a variety of other 
factors which may affect what improvements are made and who makes them. 
The study was designed with specific objectives in relation to which 
a set of general and empirical hypotheses was devised. The objectives 
included: 
1. To determine the demographic characteristics of homeowners. 
2. To determine the extent to which homeowners have made and expect 
to make improvements in their homes. 
3. To determine the extent to which improvements that were made were 
achieved by self-help of family members rather than community 
(market) labor. 
4. To determine likenesses and differences of values of husbands and 
wives for three types of values including terminal, instrumental, 
and housing values. 
5. To determine associations of the proneness to make housing 
improvements with: 
a. demographic attributes of the family, 
b. human values, 
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c. housing improvement skills of husbands and wives, and 
d. housing characteristics. 
6. To learn the self-help perceptions of husbands and wives with 
respect to: 
a. current home improvement skills, 
b. likelihood of using these skills if needed, and 
c. interest in training to develop and learn skills. 
7. To determine the association of tendencies to use self-help pro-
duction when making housing improvements with: 
a. demographic attributes of the family, 
b. human values, 
c. housing improvement skills of husbands and wives, and 
d. housing characteristics. 
A total of 14 variables representing four types of family characteris-
tics were then hypothesized as factors not significantly associated with: 
1. Scores for family tendencies to have made housing improvements 
during the past two and coming two years. 
2. Scores for family tendencies to have made housing improvements 
with self-help labor versus hiring the work done. 
3. Scores for family tendencies to have made housing improvements 
with self-help labor versus hiring the work done as weighted by 
this quantity of improvements made. 
4. Scores for the extents to which husbands (a) have specific skills 
and (b) tend to use those skills. 
5. Scores for the extents to which wives (a) have specific skills and 
(b) tend to use those skills. 
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Using the foregoing objectives and hypotheses as a base, a question-
naire was developed and pretested for use with homeowners in Ames, Iowa. A 
sample was drawn at random from the census blocks of the 1970 Census of 
Housing. Eligibility of the families to provide data for the study was 
based on the following four criteria: 
1. The person must own or be buying the home he lives in. 
2. Both husband and wife must be present in the home at the time of 
the study. 
3. The resident must have lived in his home for at least two years. 
4. The resident must intend to live in the house for at least another 
full year. 
Eligibility was established by the person who delivered the questionnaire 
and sought the cooperation of the family for participation in the study. 
Those families who were eligible and agreed to complete the question-
naire received three separate sections. One section asked for general 
information concerning the family and their housing, plus any improvements 
they had made in the last two years or planned to make in the coming two 
years. The second and third sections were identical; one was to be com-
pleted by the husband and the other by the wife. These sections asked for 
information concerning the sources of information they already had or might 
use in relation to making improvements in their home, the importance of 
certain human values to them personally, their skills for making a variety 
of housing improvements, and their tendencies to use those skills if the 
need arose. The contact person then arranged a time to pick up the ques-
tionnaire from the family and, after leaving the house, she filled in a 
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form rating the quality of the house from the exterior and as it related to 
others in the neighborhood. 
Usable questionnaires were obtained from 115 families. The data were 
edited, coded, and punched on IBM cards for use in computations. Frequency 
counts were made for all items, and a general description of the population 
was prepared. Families were found to have an average size of four, con-
sisting of husband, wife, and two children. The husbands had an average 
age of 44, and their wives averaged 42 years of age. Their annual income 
had a mean of $16,000. Educational levels averaged 16 years or the equiva-
lent of a college degree for the husbands and 14 years or the equivalent of 
two years of college for the wives. Their houses had a mean number of 
rooms of eight and a mean value of $33,000. 
To represent human values, three scales were used, two developed by 
Rokeach (1973) for terminal and instrumental values and one for housing 
that was adapted by the present investigator by adding several items to 
those reported by Beyer (1959) as closely identified with housing. Data 
about value priorities were obtained from husbands and wives, responding 
independently. Because it was found that they differed appreciably in 
their responses to several items within each of the three sets of scales, 
it was decided that the variables about values should be represented by 
empirical measures from husbands and wives independently. Then the termi-
nal, instrumental, and housing values were each tested for reliability and 
additivity, after which the decision was made to use overall scores for 
each of the three types of human values rather than clustering items within 
each type. 
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Five measures were developed to represent housing improvement as fol-
lows: scores for family tendencies to make housing improvements over a 
four-year period; two measures of self-help housing production; and two 
measures of husbands' and wives' tendency-to-use own skills for housing 
improvement. 
Factors hypothesized as significantly associated with variables for 
housing improvement were of four types: demographic attributes of the fam-
ilies (age of husband and socioeconomic status as represented by a combina-
tion of money income, education of main earner, and occupational type); 
human values (terminal, instrumental, and housing); housing improvement 
skills of husbands and of wives; and housing characteristics (contact per-
sons' scores of housing quality, respondents' ratings of housing quality, 
respondents' estimates of $-value of the house and surroundings, and 
census block average $-value of housing). In all 14 empirica~ variables 
representing family characteristics were examined for their association 
with housing improvements. 
A 70-cell matrix was constructed to represent the null hypotheses that 
the l4-factor variabies for family characteristics were not associated with 
the five housing improvement variables. Tests of hypotheses were made in 
two steps. The first, a screening process, determined the Pearsonian cor-
relation coefficients of each pair of variables. If the coefficient for a 
pair was below r = ±.20, the null hypothesis was not rejected, and no fur-
ther test of association was made. Three-fourths of the 70 empirical null 
hypothesis were not supported at this stage. 
In the 17 instances where the correlation coefficient was r = ±.20 or 
higher, chi-square tests were performed to determine whether the probabil-
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ity that the association of the two variables was due to chance was no 
higher than .05. Seven of the 17 tests made yielded levels of probability 
above this criterion, and these null hypotheses were not rejected. 
Thus, in general, few of the family characteristics were related to 
indicators of housing improvement. From those pairs of variables that were 
associated significantly, the following general trends were determined: 
1. Older husbands, those between 52 and 79 years of age, tended to 
make fewer improvements than those who were younger, between 26 
and 38 years of age. 
2. Older husbands tended to be less prone to make housing improve-
ments by using self-help production than those who were younger. 
3. Older husbands tended to have wives who were less prone to using 
their skills in making housing improvements by use of self-help. 
4. Families with higher scores for socioeconomic status tended to be 
less prone toward using self-help housing production in making 
their housing improvements than were those with lower scores for 
socioeconomic status. 
5. Families with higher scores for socioeconomic status tended to 
have husbands and wives who were less prone to use their skills 
for making housing improvements when the need arose than were 
those with lower socioeconomic status scores. 
6. Those husbands with the comparatively higher scores for housing 
improvement skills were also the ones who were more inclined to 
use self-help for making housing improvements and vice versa. 
7. Wives with the comparatively higher scores for skills also tended 
to be the ones who had made or planned to make the most housing 
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improvements, while those with the lower levels of skills had made 
and planned fewer improvements for their houses. 
8. Those houses scored highest for housing quality by the contact 
person were also the ones where the husbands' tendencies-to-use 
his skills for housing improvement were the lowest and vice versa. 
9. In those families whose respondents made highest estimates of the 
$-va1ue of occupied housing (from $36,000 to $75,000), the hus-
bands' tendencies-to-use their skills for housing improvements 
were the lowest. 
None of the scores for terminal, instrumental, and housing values of 
either husband or wife was associated significantly with the five measures 
of housing improvement. Part of the reason for this lack of significant 
association may have been that the entire scale of values, each based on a 
composite of 13 items, was not a satisfactory measure. Rather, clusters of 
values should be identified or individual value items should he used. Fur-
ther research of this type is recommended. 
Additional recommendations have also been made in three general areas 
as they related to this study. They are noted with orientations to 
research, education, and legislation. 
Of the recommendations in the research field, most relate to addi-
tional analysis of the data obtained in this survey and further testing and 
refinement of the measures developed to determine levels of housing 
improvement input and levels of self-help housing production. In the area 
of education, recommendations were targeted toward adult education for 
improvement of and addition to the skills which homeowners who need to be 
able to make their own housing improvements and the decisions related to 
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those improvements. Educational recommendations also include ways in which 
school, extension, and business might improve their services and dis semina-
tion of information to homeowners in the area of housing improvements. 
Legislative recommendations include ways of implementing the other recom-
mendations. 
In conclusion, it is possible that although potential $-value of 
,.- - - ~ ~,~~ ~-"-- ---
self-J),e.1p-.pro.du.c-ti9n .. for housing improvement is still uni<nown, it may be a 
------ . 
resource still untapped in. many households. This is a period when infla-
-------------- -- - -
tion and recession have cut deeply into the buying power of the family 
income. Home production can become, if it is not already, a large portion 
of "full family income." All available methods should be explored for mak-
ing accessible to youth and adults the necessary information and skills 
needed to make self-help housing production a viable means of nonmoney 
income for more families. Those in the middle socioeconomic levels seem to 
show the greatest need and also the strongest desire for the advantages 
that nonmarket housing production offers. However, families of lower 
socioeconomic levels must be considered as wellj they usually have the 
-- - _ _ _r __ ~- - _____ ---------_________ ~-~------ -- _~ __________ - _____ _ 
~J:-ne.e~~~o!-th~ .. _~~d~.d in~ome derived from. ~~e _ ~~_ nonmark~~_t._ :I:~E~r_J)_ut 
oet~~are short in. skills a~4 motj~~~~o~ ~~_u~~ whJ!~skills they have. In 
~ ~-~-- ----- -- - -- ----
some family situations, !l2tlSj.I].K_~.I!lprovement may not take place because of 
---------------~-~----- ------ - -~ ~------------ - --
~~_~na4~quate mix of money, materials, and equipment to be used along with 
the skills that family members already have. 
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ELigibility Sheet Record No • __ _ 
My name is • 
-------------------
I'm helping with a survey of homeowners 
in Ames being done by a graduate student in family environment at Iowa 
State. We're trying to find out how the skills and personal values of 
husbands and wives are related to their decisions to do their own home 
repairing and remodeling instead of hiring it done. We also would like 
to know about the kinds of info:rmation they found helpful for making these 
decisions. To simplify the study, we are asking for information from 
families who have four qualifications. Your eligibility depends on your 
answers to these four questions. (Circle answers)o 
1. Do you own or are you buying this home? 
2. At the present time, are you and your 
husband (wife) both living here? 
3. Have you lived here at least two years? 
4. Do you plan to live here at least another 
year? 
INSTRUCTIONS TO CONTACT PERSON: 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
If the answers to all these questions are "Yes", then leave the 
questionnaire and ask when in the next week it would be convenient to 
return to pick it up. Tell the party contacted that names will be kept 
confidential, but that we would like to have an address and phone 
number in case we need to recontact them for any reason. Then obtain: 
ADDRESS: __________ _ PHONE NOo _________ _ 
DAY AND TIME JroR PICK-UP: _________________ _ 
EXPLAIN: The questionnaire has 3 sections: One with general info:rmation 
which can be filled out by either spouse; one section which is for the 
wife to complete, and another for the husband. Husbands and wives should 
complete their sections without consulting each other. Finally the entire 
questionnaire will be picked up in the envelop supplied at the time 
designated. 
Record No • __ _ 
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TO bONTACT PERSON: 
Please complete the following evaluation of housing quality. (Cirole) 
A. General impression of the exterior Poor ~~~w Ave. !~g;re Exoellent 
1. Basio structural oondi tion of 
exterior 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Overall aesthetio appearanoe 
of exterior 1 2 3 4 5 
3· overall upkeep of exterior 1 a 3 4 5 
B. General impression of the neighborhood 
1. Orderliness and upkeep of 
neighborhood 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Overall aesthetio appearanoe 
of neighborhood 1 2 3 4 5 
3· Consitenoy in general quality 
in the neighborhood 1 2 3 4 5 
GENERAL - 1 Record No • __ _ 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO PARTICIPANTS: 
The questionnaire which follows is part of a study designed to deter-
mine how you, the homeowner, handle the repairs and improvements which 
may need to be done around your home. It also seeks to find out what your 
particular skills and problems are in these areas, and whether you would 
like to be able to improve or learn any of these skills. This information 
will better enable educators to plan programs and printed materials with 
information for your use. 
This questionnaire is divided into three sections: one for the hus-
band and another for the wife, to be completed separately; plus a section 
of general information which may be completed by either person. When all 
three sections have been answered please put all three in the attached 
envelope. 
1. Who are the members of your family? Do persons other than your child-
ren live with you? (Please answer these questions in the form below). 
Who are the Circle Years Education What is your present employ-
people living sex. of age years of ment for pay? (Include self-
in this home Male or last school or Employed What type of work? 
and their female? birth- degrees Not at all (That is, Doing 
relation to day? completed part time what specific kind 
the husband? ? full time of work) 
(Circle) 
1 • Husband M F N P F 
2. Wife M F N P F 
3. M F N P F 
4. M F N P F 
5· M F N P F 
6. M F N P F 
7. M F N P F 
8. M F N P F 
9. M -F N P F 
10. M F N P F 
(Please list any additional persons on the back of this sheet). 
GENERAL Record No • __ _ 
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Now we would like to ask a few questions about your housing. Housing 
for families is one of their most important needs. The kinds of prob-
lems people have with housing depend on themselves as well as on the 
availability of services in the community. Your answers to a few ques-
tions will help us know your housing and the wa:ys in which you depend on 
yourself and not your community to meet your housing needs. 
2. How long have you lived in this home? ______ ~------------~~-------
(years and months) 
3. Approximately how old is your home? ________________ ~years? 
4. What do you think that you could get (in dollars) if you were to sell 
your home now? 
.------------------------
s. In the list below please indicate the number of each of the types 
of rooms which is found in your home. Please give zero (0) as the 
answer whenever the room listed is not found in your home. 
a. kitchen 
b. separate dining room 
c. separate living room 
d. living room - dining 
room combination 
e. family room or den 
f. children's pla:yroom 
g. number of bedrooms in use 
h. number of bedrooms not 
in use 
i. number of bathrooms 
j. utility room 
k. basement rooms 
floor's finished 
wall's finished 
1. other rooms (list) 
I 
6. Thinking back to all the other places you've lived since you were 
married, would you sa:y that this house is: (Circle one number below) 
Worse than others: 1 Same as others I 2 Better than others: 3 
GENERAL 
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Record No • __ _ 
7. How do you compare your housing to that of others? That is, dO you 
think that this house is "much worse", "worse", "the same", "better" , 
or "much better" than most? (Circle your choices in the form below). 
Your house, Much Much 
when compared with: worse Worse Same Better Better 
a. your house two 1 2 3 4 5 
years ago, is ••••.•• 
b. your relatives 1 2 3 4 5 
homes, is ••••••••••• 
c. your close friends 1 2 3 4 5 
homes, is ••••••••••• 
d. your close neighbors 1 2 3 4 5 
homes, is ••••••••••• 
e. most houses in the 1 2 3 4 5 
Ames community, is ••• 
Income may determine what improvements are made in the home and how. It 
seemB reasonable to think that the extent to which people make their own 
improvements is related to their general level of money income, after 
income taxes and social security taxes, as well as to their skills. For 
this reason we 're asking for rough estimates of your income. 
8. How much money did you as husband and wife receive from wages, 
bonuses, and (or) commission in 1973 after taxes and social secur-
ity had been deducted? (Check one). 
Husband 
no income 
--$1 to $1,999 
--$2,000 to $3,999 
--$4,000 to $5,999 
--$6,000 to $7,999 
--$8,000 to $9,999 
--$10,000 to $11,999 
--$12,000 to $13,999 
--$14,000 to $15,999 
$16,000 to $19,999 
__ $20,000 and over 
Wife 
no income 
$1 to $1,999 
__ $2,000 to $3,999 
_$4,000 to '5,999 
$6,000 to $7,999 
$8,000 to $9,999 
-$10,000 to $11,999 
$12,000 to $13,999 
_$14,000 to $15,999 
_$16,000 to $19,999 
_$20,000 and over 
GENERAL Record No. 
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9. Lots of times families have income from sources other than payments for 
work. Did you receive income from any of these extra sources during the 
year 1973? Please include such things as rents from real estate you own; 
interests and dividends; social security; job-related benefits like in-
surance; welfare payments; legal settlements; armed service benefits; 
royalties; etc. 
$--------------------
10. If your family income was influenced by children's earnings, about how 
much was it? (Check one). 
__ under $100 
__ $100 to $199 
$200 to $399 
$400 to $599 
__ $600 to $799 
__ $800 to $999 
__ $1,000 and over 
11. Were there any special circumstances which prompted you to do, or not 
to do, improvements in your home such as unexpected expenses or wind-
fall inheritances, etc.? (Please check your answer below). 
DYes o No 
If "Yes". please explain~ ____________________ _ 
• 
INSTRUCTIONS: Listed below are some possible improvements which you may have 
made in your home in the last two years or plan to do in the 
next two years. Please answer as follows: If you "made" the 
improvement circle "yes", if you haven't circle "no". Then if 
the answer is "yes" indicate who did the improvement by check-
ing the appropriate space or spaces. From here, go on to the 
line for "plan" and follow the same procedure. Do this for 
all the items being sure to answer both "made" and "plan" to 
make sections of each item. 
Improvements 
Made (did) in 
the last 2 years 
and (or) 
plan to make in 
the next 2 
years. 
Work done by whom? 
Unpaid labor 
by family, Hired 
relatives, or 
friends. 
None Some All None Some All 
GENERAL Record No • __ _ 
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Made (did) in 
Improvements the last 2 years Work done b;'! whom? 
and (or) Unpaid labor 
plan to make in by family, Hired 
the next 2 relatives, or 
;,!ears. friends. 
None Some All None Some All 
12. Built an ad- MADE: Yes No 1 2_ 3_ 1 2_ 3_ 
- -di tion, garage, 
or porch. PLAN: Yes No 1 2_ 3_ 1 2_ 3_ 
- -
13· Remodeled the MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2_ 3_ 
- -interior of 
the house. PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
14. Painted or MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -papered the 
interior. PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
15. Added MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -plumbing. 
PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
-
16. Added new or MADE: Yes No 1 2- 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
redid old 
wiring. PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
17. Repaired the MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
roof. 
PLAN: Yes No 1 2_ 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
18. Put in a new MADE: Yes No 1 
-
2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
-
,heating or air 
: conditioning PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
system. 
19· Repaired or MADE: Yes No 1 2_ 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
replaced 
flooring. PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- --
20. Did brick or MADE: Yes No 1 
-
2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
-
stonework. 
PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2_ 3_ 
- -
21. Do small car- MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2_ 3_ 
- -pentry jobs 
such as book- PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2_ 3_ 
- -
shelves, etc. 
GENERAL Record No. 
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Made (did) in 
Improvements the last 2 years Work done by whom? 
and (or) Unpaid labor 
plan to make in by family, Hired 
the next 2 JZelativer;a, or 
;y:ears. friends. 
None Some All None Some All 
22. Added or redid MADE: Yes No 1 2_ 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -concrete drive 
or sidewalk. PLAN: Yes No 1 2_ 3_ 1 2_ 3_ 
23· Replace or re- MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -pair storm or 
regular windows PLAN: Yes No 1 
-
2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
or doors. 
24. Upholstered or MADE: Yes No 1 2_ 3_ 1 2 3_ 
-
reupholstered 
furniture. PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
-
25. Install ki t- MADE: Yes No 1 2_ 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -chen cabinets. 
PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
-
26. Painted the MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
-
exterior of 
the house. PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
27. Re-sided the MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -house. 
PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
28. Redo the lawn MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
-
and shrubs or 
trees. PLAN: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
- -
29· Other (Please MADE: Yes No 1 2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
list) - -
PLAN: Yes No 1 
-
2 3_ 1 2 3_ 
30. This general section on housing was completed by? (Circle One). 
Husband Wife Both husband and wife 
HUSBAND Record No. 
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On the basis of your experiences in the past and your future plans, 
to what extent do you use each of the following sources of information 
when making decisions about your housing improvements? 
1 = None 1 = None 
2 = Somewhat (Circle your answer for each source) 2 = Somewhat 
3 = Much 3 = Much {H. 31) Cit, 32) 
Past 2 years: Sources of Plan for the next 2 
1972 
- 1973 information years: 1974 - 1975 
MEDIA: 
1 2 3 a. Newspapers 1 2 3 
1 2 3 b. The yellow pages of 1 2 3 
the phone book 
1 2 3 c. Radio 1 2 3 
1 2 3 d. Popular magazines 1 2 3 
1 2 3 e. Libraries 1 2 3 
1 2 3 f. Books 1 2 3 
1 2 3 g. Leaflets-commercial 1 2 3 
1 2 3 h. Television 1 2 3 
1 2 3 i. Professional and 1 2 3 
technical magazines 
1 2 3 j. Other 1 2 3 
1 2 3 k. 1 2 3 
PERSONAL CONTACTS: 
1 2 3 1- Bankers 1 2 3 
1 2 3 m. Realtors 1 2 3 
1 2 3 n. Architects 1 2 3 
1 2 3 o. Contractors 1 2 3 
1 2 3 p. Builders 1 2 3 
1 2 3 q. Landscapers and 1 2 3 
nurserymen 
1 2 3 r. Adult education classes 1 2 3 
1 2 3 s. Business people 1 2 3 
1 2 3 t. ISU extension people 1 2 3 
1 2 3 u. ISU extension 1 2 3 
publications 
1 2 3 v. Neighbors 1 2 3 
1 2 3 w. Friends 1 2 3 
1 2 3 x. Relatives 1 2 3 
1 2 3 y. Others 1 2 3 
1 2 3 z. 1 2 3 
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Improvements families make in their housing often de~nd on the abilities 
and interests of the husband and (or) wife in doing some or all of the work. 
We would like to know how you feel about your abilities and interests in 
the following kinds of work that often are needed in home improvements. 
(Circle your choice for each of the items listed below). 
1 = N = No skill 1 = N = Never 
2 = BA = Below Average 2 = S = Seldom 
3 = A = Average 3 = 0 = Occasionally 
4 = AA = Above Average 4 = U = Usually 
5 = E = Excellent 5 = A = Always 
(# 33) (# 34) 
To what extent do you 
have each of the skills 
listed in the center? 
N BA A AA E 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
1 2 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Skills in home 
improvement and 
repair. 
If you-needed this work done, 
to what extent would you do it 
as opposed. tp hiring Ji t done? 
SKILL: N SOU A 
a. Painting - exterior 1 
b. Painting - interior 1 
c. Refinishing floors 1 
d. Papering walls 1 
e. Refinishing furniture 1 
f. Carpentry repairs 1 
g. Minor appliance repairs 1 
h. Roofing repairs 1 
i • Plumbing repairs 1 
j. Electrical repairs 1 
k. Plaster repairs 1 
1. Cement repairs 1 
m. Repair of heating 1 
n. Repair of air conditioning 1 
o. Finishing woodwork 1 
p. Doing electrical wiring 1 
q. Laying floor coverings 1 
r. Landscaping-lawn or shrubs 1 
s. Re-siding the house 1 
t. Installing a new roof 1 
u. Installing plumbing 1 
v. Making draperies and 1 
slipcovers, etc. 
2 345 
2 345 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 345 
2 345 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 345 
2 345 
2 345 
2 345 
2 345 
2 345 
2 345 
2 345 
2 345 
2 345 
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To what extent do you Skills in home If you needed ~his work done, 
have each of the skills imporvement and to what extent would, you do it 
listed in the center? re;Eair. as opposed t~_hiring it done? 
N BA A AA E SKILL N S 0 U A 
1 2 3 4 5 w. Upholstering furniture 1 2 3 4 5-
1 2 3 4 5 x. Installing heating 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 y. Installing air conditioning 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 z. Making decorative objects- 1 2 3 4 5 
crafts 
1 2 3 4 5 aa. Installing naw walk" 1 2 3 4 5 
driveways or )patio 
1 2 3 4 5 bb. Plastering a ceiling or 1 2 3 4 5 
wall 
1 2 3 4 5 cc. Installing tile - either 1 2 3 4 5 
wall or floor 
1 2 3 4 5 dd. Washing walls 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 ee. Unclogging drains 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 ff. Maintaining the yard 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 gg. Shovelling snow 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 hh. Putting up or removing 1 2 3 4 5 
storm or screen windows 
35· other than with respect to money has your type of employment affectted 
improvements in your housing during the past 2 years, or the improve-
ments you expect to make during the next two years,? 
Yes -0 No 0 If "yes", in what ways? 
36# Please look back over the list of skills related to home improvements. 
Are there any skills on the list which you would like to learn or 
improve? Please list •••••• 
a. __________________________________________________________ __ 
b. ___________________________________________________________________ ___ 
c. ______________ ----------------------------------------------
£l. 
-------------------------------------------------------------
37. Are there other skills not from this list which youtd like to learn 
or improve your skill? Please list •••••••• 
a. __________________________________________________________ __ 
b. __________________________________________________ _ 
HUSBAND 
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Record No • __ _ 
Our personal values are often indicated by the way we feel about a variety 
of ideas. Please give your honest reaction to each of the items which 
follow by indicating how important it is to you. (~lease circle your 
answer for each item using the following scale). 
DI = Definitely Important 
I = Important 
U = Unsure 
NI = Not Important 
DNI. Definitely Not Important 
(# 38) 
a. A comfortable world (a prosperous life) DI I U NI DNI 
b. Ak:exciting life (a stimulating, active life) DI I U NI DNI 
c. A sense of accomplishment (lasting contribution) DI I U NI DNI 
d. A world of peace (free of war and conflict) DI I U NI DNI 
e. A world of beauty (beauty of nature and the arts )DI I U NI DNI 
f. Equality (brotherhood, equal opportunity for all)DI I U NI DNI 
g. Family security (taking care of loved ones) 
h. Freedom (independence, free choice) 
i. Happiness (contentedness) 
j. Inner harmony (freedom from inner conflict) 
k. Mature lQve (sexual and spiritual intimacy) 
1. National security (protection from attack) 
m. Pleasure (an enjoyable, leisurely life) 
n. Salvation (saved, eternal life) 
o. Self-respect (self-esteem) 
p. Social recognition (respect, admirration) 
q. True friendShip (close companionship) 
r. Wisdom (a mature understanding of life) 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
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We also need to know how you feel about some more specific values. 
(Please circle your answer for each of the following items using the 
code given belOW). 
(# 39) 
a. Ambitious (hard-working, aspiring) 
b. Broadminded (open-minded) 
c. Capable ( competent, effective) 
d. Cheerful (lighthearted, joyful) 
e. Clean (neat, tidy) 
DI = Definitely Important 
I = Important 
U = Unsure 
NI = Not Important 
DNI= Definitely Not Important 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
f. Courageous (standing up for your beliefs) DI I U NI DNI 
g. Forgiving (willing to pardon others) 
h. Helpful (working for the welfare of others) 
i. Honest (sincere, truthful) 
j. Imaginative (daring, creative) 
k. Independent (self-reliant, self-sufficient) 
1. Intellectual (intelligent, reflective) 
m. Logical (consistent, rational) 
n. Loving (affectionate, tender) 
o. Obedient (dutiful, respectful) 
p. Polite (courteous, well-mannered) 
q. Responsible (dependable, reliable) 
r. Self-controlled (patient) 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
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Our last area of concern about values are those values related to your 
housing and those things which are important to you in your home. (Please 
circle your answer for each item listed below). 
DI = Definitely Important 
I = Important 
U = Unsure 
NI = Not Important 
DNI= Definitely Not Important 
(# 40) 
a. Aesthetics (orderliness, harmony, beauty) 
b. Comfort (easeful, restful. relaxing) 
c. Convenience (ease of use and care) 
d. Economy (interest in economical use of goods, 
services, and money) 
e. Equality (rank, rights privileges) 
f. Family centeredness (regard for the family as 
a relatively self-suffi-
cient and tightly knit 
group) 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
g. Freedom (emphasis on being able to make as many DI I U HI DNI 
individual decisions as possible) 
h. Friendliness (aspects of the home which draw 
people there) 
i. Leisure (space for relaxation) 
j. Mental health (peace of mind, reduced frus-
tration) 
k. Physical health (safety, welfare of others) 
1. Prestige (status, respect of peers) 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
m. Privacy (time, space, and ways to be alone when DI I U NI DNI 
needed) 
PLEASE CHECK BACK TO BE SURE YOU HAVE' NT MISSED .ANSWERING ANY QUESTIONS! ! 
THANK-YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR TIME!! 
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On the basis of your experienoes in the past and your future plans, 
to what extent do you use each of the following souroes of information 
when making deoisions about your housing improvements? 
1 = None 1 = None 
2 = Somewhat (Ciro~e your answer for each source) 2 = Somewhat 
3 = Much 3 = Much (t.31) (l.32) 
Past 2 years I Souroes of Plan for the next 2 
1912 - 1913 information years I 1914 - 1915 
MEDIA: 
1 2 3 a. Newspapers 1 2 3 
1 2 3 b. The yellow pages ot 1 2 3 
the phone book 
1 2 3 c. Radio 1 2 3 
• 
1 2 3 d. Popular JIl888.Zines 1 2 3 
1 2 3 e. Libraries 1 2 3 
1 2 3 f. Books 1 2 3 
1 2 3 g. Leaflets-oommercial 1 2 3 
1 2 3 h. Television 1 2 3 
1 2 3 i. Professional and 1 2 3 
teohnical m888Zines 
1 2 3 j. Other 1 2 3 
1 2 3 k. 1 2 3 
PERSONAL CONTACTS I 
1 2 3 1. Bankers 1 2 3 
1 2 3 m. Realtors 1 2 3 
1 2 3 n. Architects 1 2 3 
1 2 3 o. Contractors 1 2 3 
1 2 3 p. Builders 1 2 3 
1 2 3 q. Landscapers and 1 2 3 
nurserymen 
1 2 3 r. Adult education olasses 1 2 3 
1 2 3 s. Business people 1 2 3 
1 2 3 t. ISU extension people 1 2 3 
1 2 3 u. ISU extension 1 2 3 
publications 
1 2 3 v. Neighbors 1 2 3 
1 2 3 w. Friends 1 2 3 
1 2 :3 x. Relatives 1 2 :3 
1 2 :3 y. Others 1 2 :3 
1 2 :3 z. 1 2 :3 
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Improvements families make in their housing often de !.end on the abilities 
and interests of the husband and {or} wife in doing some or all of the work. 
We would like to know how you feel about your abilities and interests in 
the following kinds of work that often are needed in home improvements. 
{Circle your choice for each of the items listed below}. 
1 = N = No skill 1 = N = Never 
2 = BA = :Below Average 2 = S = Seldom 
3 = A = Average 3 = 0 = Occasionally 
4 = AA = Above Average 4 = U = Usually 
5 = E = Excellent 5 = A = Alw~s 
(if JJl (Ii. 3l!) 
To what extent do you Skills in home If you needed this -work done,. 
have each of the skills improvement and to what extent would you do it 
listed in the center? reEair. as O'DtJOsed t2.hiri!!B: it done1 
N BA A AA E SKILL: N S 0 U "A 
1 2 3 4 5 a. Painting - exterior 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 b. Painting - interior 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 h 5 c. Refinishing floors 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 d. Papering walls 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 e. Refinishing furniture 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 f. Carpentry repairs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 g. Minor appliance repairs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 h. Roofing repairs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 i. Plumbing repairs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 j. Electrical repairs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 k. Plaster repairs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 1. Cement repairs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 m. Repair of heating 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 n. Repair of air conditioning 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 o. Finishing woodwork 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 p. Doing electrical wiring 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 q. Laying floor coverings 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 r. Landscaping-lawn or shrubs 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 s. He-siding the house 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 t. Installing a new roof 1 2 3 4 5 
, 
1 2 3 4 5 u. Installing plumbing 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 v. Making draperies: and 1 2 :3 4 5 
slipoovers, etc. 
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To what extent do you Skills in home If you needed this work done, 
have each of the skills imporvement and to what extent would you do it 
listed in the oenter? reEair. as opposed to hiring it done? 
N BA A AA E SKILL N S 0 U A 
1 2 3 4 5 w. Upholstering furniture 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 x. Installing heating 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 y. Installing air condi tioni~ 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 z. Making decorative objeots- 1 2 3 4 5 
crafts 
1 2 3 4 5 aa. Installing new wal.ks 1 2 3 4 5 
drivew~s or'patio 
1 2 3 4 5 bb. Plastering a ceiling or 1 2 3 4 5 
wall 
1 2 3 4 5 co. Installing tile - either 1 2 3 4 5 
wall or floor 
1 2 3 4 5 dd. Washing walls 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 ee. Unclogging drains 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 ff. Maintaining the yard 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 gg. Shovelling snow 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 hh. Putting up or remOving 1 2 3 4 5 
storm or screen windows 
35. Other than with respect to money has your type of employment affectted 
improvements in your housing during the past 2 years, or the improve-
ments you expect to make during the next two years,? 
Yes""D No 0 If "yes", in what w~s? 
36. Please look back over the list of skills related to home improvements. 
Are there any skills on the list which you would like t~ learn or 
improve? Please list •••••• 
a. __________________________________________________________ _ 
b. ________________________________________________ ___ 
0. __________________________________________________________ _ 
d. ____________________________________________________ __ 
37 • Are there other skills not from thiB list whioh you'd like to learn 
or improve your skill? Please list •••••••• a. ________________________________________________________ __ 
b., __________________ --____________________________ ___ 
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Our personal values are often indioated by the war we feel about a variety 
of ideas. Please give your honest reaction to each of the items which 
follow by indioating how important it is to you. (~lease oirole your 
answer for each item using the following scale). 
DI = Dafini tely Important 
I = Important 
U = Unsure 
NI = Not Important 
DHI. Da1'ini tely Not Important 
(# 38) 
a. A oomfortable world (a prosperous life) DI I U HI DHI 
b • .AJ\:"exciting life (a stimulating, active life) DI I U HI DHI 
o. A sense of acoomplishment (lasting contribution) DI I U HI DNI 
d. A world of peace (free of war and oonflict) DI I U HI DNI 
e. A world of beauty (beauty of nature and the &rts)DI I U HI DNI 
f. Equality (brotherhood, equal opportunity for all)DI I U HI DHI 
g. Family seourity (taking care of loved ones) 
h. Freedom (independence, free ohoioe) 
i. Happiness (contentedness) 
j. Inner harmony (freedom from inner confliot) 
k. Mature love (sexual and spiritual intimae,.) 
1. National security (proteotion from attack) 
m. Pleasure (an enjoyable, leisurel,. life) 
n. Salvation (saved, eternal life) 
o. Self-respect (self-esteem) 
p. Sooial recognition (respeot, admirration) 
q. True friendship (olose oompanionship) 
r. Wisdom (a mature understanding of life) 
DI I U HI DNI 
DI I U HI DNI 
DI I U HI DNI 
DI I U HI DNI 
DI I U HI DHI 
DI 'I U NI DNI 
D1 I U NI DNI 
DI I U HI DNI 
D1 I U NI DHI 
D1 I U NI DHI 
D1 I U HI DNI 
,])1 I U HI DNI 
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We also need to know how you feel about some more speoifio values. 
(Please oirole your answer for eaoh of the following items using the 
ooda given below). 
(# 39) 
a. Ambitious (hard-working, aspiring) 
b. Broadminded (open-minded) 
o. Capable ( competent, effeoti ve) 
I 
d. Cheerful (lighthearted, joyful) 
e. Clean (neat, tidy) 
DI • Definitely Important 
I = Important 
U = Unsure 
HI = Not Important 
DHI= Dafin! tely Not Important 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
D1 I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
f. Courageous (standing up for your beliefs) DI I U NI DNI 
g. Forgiving (willing to pardon others) 
h. Helpful (working for the welfare or others) 
i. HoneBt (Bincere, truthful) 
j. Imaginative (daring, creative) 
k. Independent (Belf-reliant, Belf-suffioient) 
1. Intellectual (intelligent, refleotive) 
m. Logical (consiBtent, rational) 
n. Loving (affeotionate, tender) 
o. Obedient (dutiful, reBpeotful) 
p. Polite (oourteous, well-mannered) 
q. ReBponsible (dependable, reliable) 
r. Self-controlled (patient) 
D1 I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DHI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DHI 
DI I U NI DHI 
DI I U NI DHI 
DI I U NI DNI 
D1 I U BI DNI 
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Our last area of oonoern about values are those values related to your 
housing and those things whioh are important to you in your home. (Please 
oircle your answer for each item listed below). 
DI == Dafini tely Important 
I == Important 
U = Unsure 
m: == Not Important 
DNI= Dafin! tely Not Important 
(I 40) 
a. Aesthetics (orderliness, hamony, beauty) 
b. Comfort (easeful, restful. relaxing) 
o. Convenience (ease of use and oare) 
d. Eoono~ (interest in eoonomioal use of goods, 
servioes, and money) 
e • Equality (rBllk, rights privileges) 
f. Family oenteredness (regard for the family as 
a relatively self-suffi-
cient and tightly knit 
group) 
DI I· U m: DNI 
DI I U HI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
D1 I U NI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
g. Freedom (emphasis on being able to make as ID8D1' DI I U HI DNI 
individual decisions as possible) 
h. Friendliness (aspects of the home whioh draw 
people there) 
i. Leisure (space for relaxation) 
j. Mental health (peace of mind, reduced frus-
tration) 
k. Physical health (saf'ety, welfare of others) 
1. Prestige (status, respeot of peers) 
DI I U HI DNI 
DI I U m: DNI 
DI I U HI DNI 
DI I U NI DNI 
DI I U m: DNI 
m. Privacy (time, space, and w~s to be alone when DI I tJ NI DNI 
needed) 
PlEASE cmmc BACK TO :BE SURE YOU RAVE'NT MISSED .AB'SWDIBG .ANY QUESTIONSII 
'l'HANK-TOtJ SO MOOR :roR YOUR TIMIII 
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Coding Plan 
The following plan for the coding of the questionnaire as it appears 
in Appendix A is organized to follow the numbering of the items in the 
questionnaire and indicate the ways in which they were coded into the flow 
sheets for computer tabulation. 
Number and item identification 
1. Who are the people living in this 
home, and what is their relation 
to the husband? 
What is their sex? Male or 
female? 
What are their ages? 
What is their level of education? 
Employment? 
Occupation? 
2. How long have you lived in this 
house? 
3. What is the age of your house? 
4. What do you estimate to be the 
$-value of your present home if 
you were to sell it? 
Coded as: 
1. Total number of family mem-
bers 
Age was given in years for both 
husband and wife 
Number of years 
1-12 = grades completed through 
high school 
13-16 = college 
18 = master's degree 
20 = Ph.D. degree 
22 = doctor or lawyer 
1 = not employed 
2 = part-time employment 
3 = full-time employment 
Occupation of the main earner 
was coded as 1/3 of the Green 
index score for that occupation 
Number of years the family lived 
there 
1 to 98 years as given in years 
99 = 99 or more years of age 
$-values were given in units of 
$100 
999 = no information given 
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5. How many f1nished rooms are there 
in your home for the use of your 
family? 
6. How would you rank this house as 
compared to others where you've 
lived? 
7. When you compare your house to 
those of 
your friends 
your relatives 
your neighbors 
others in Ames 
how would you rate yours? 
8-10. What is your total annual 
income? 
11. Are there any special circum-
stances which have affected your 
tendency to improve or not to 
improve? 
12-28. Which of the following improve-
ments have you made or do you 
plan to make and who will do 
them? 
Total number of finished rooms 
used by the family. 
1 = worse than others 
2 = the same 
3 = better than others 
1 = much worse 
2 = worse 
3 = the same 
4 = better 
5 = much better 
Total of items 8-10 
Values were given in units of 
$100 
999 = no answer 
For number 8, an answer of 
$20,000 and above was coded as 
$20,000 in the total 
1 = no 
2 = yes 
For both made and planned on each 
each item 
1 = didn't make 
don't plan to make 
2 = made - hired labor 
planned - hired labor 
3 = made - hired part, did part 
themselves 
planned - hired part, do 
part themselves 
4 = made - did all the work 
themselves 
planned - do all the work 
themselves 
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Coding of all items in the two identical sections for husbands and wives 
were coded in an identical manner as follows: 
31. Items a-i and l-z concerning uses 
of sources of information during 
the past two years measured in 
estimated extent of usage. 
32. Items a-i and l-z are identical 
to those in 31 except they con-
cern use in the coming two years. 
33. To what extent do you have each 
of the skills listed a-hh? 
34. To what extent would you use your 
skill in each of the following if 
the need arises'? 
35. Other than with respect to money, 
has your employment in any way 
affected the improvements you 
have made or plan to make? 
36. Using list of skills in 33 and 34, 
which skills would you like to 
learn or improve? 
37. What skills not from the list 
would you like to learn or 
improve? 
38. Items a-r on rating terminal 
values. 
1 = none 
2 = somewhat 
3 = much 
1 or no skill = 1 
2 or below average 
3 or average = 4 
4 or above average 
5 or excellent = 7 
1 or never = 1 
2 or seldom = 3 
3 or occasionally 
4 or usually = 5 
5 or always = 7 
1 = no 
2 = yes 
uncoded 
List = Table 
uncoded 
List = Table 
= 3 
= 5 
= 4 
1 or definitely important 
2 or important = 3 
3 or unsure = 4 
4 or not important = 5 
= 1 
5 or definitely not important 
39. Items a-r rating instrumental Coded as in 38 
values. 
40. Items a-m rating housing values. Coded as in 38 
= 7 
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Coding of the six items composing the contact person's score for housing 
quality was as follows: 
Housing Quality 1 = much worse 
l. exterior 2 = worse 
2. as compared to others in the 3 = the same 
neighborhood 4 = better 
3. total 5 = much better 
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Appendix C: Additional Table 
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Table 29 
Correlation Matrix for Core Variables 
a Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
-
1 -.08 .59 .70 .69 .17 .00 .07 -.02 .07 
2 .07 -.10 -.02 .03 -.03 -.14 -.09 .11 
3 .78 .94 .07 .06 .07 .06 .06 
4 .95 .08 .12 .08 .08 .11 
5 .09 .10 .08 .07 .09 
6 .15 -.16 -.11 -.00 
7 .68 .68 .21 
8 .73 .17 
9 .16 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
aVariable Identification: l-average census block $-value of the 
house; 2-husband's age; 3-contact person's evaluation of the exterior qual-
ity of the house; 4-contact person's evaluation of neighborhood quality; 
5-contact person's total score for housing quality; 6-respondent's estimate 
of housing quality; 7-husbands' score for terminal value; 8-husbands' score 
for instrumental values; 9-husbands' score for housing values; 10-wives' 
score for terminal values; ll-wives' score for instrumental values; 
12-wives; score for housing values; l3-housing improvement skill score of 
the husbands; 14-tendency to do score of the husbands; 15-housing improve-
ment skill score of the wives; 16-tendency to do score of the wives; 
l7-Housing Production Input (HPI) score; 18-Self-help Housing Production 
Rate (SHPR); 19-5elf-help Housing Production Input (SHPI) score; 20-Ten-
dency-to-Use Skills (TTUS) score for the husbands; 21-Tendency-to-Use 
Skills (TTUS) score for the wives. 
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11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
.06 .11 -.00 -.15 -.04 -.05 -.08 -.12 -.16 -.25 -.06 
-.08 -.00 -.26 -.29 -.40 -.47 -.36 -.25 -.32 -.15 -.27 
.06 .13 .02 -.16 -.18 -.19 -.11 
- .08 -.18 -.29 - .11 
.08 .09 .01 -.12 -.08 -.07 -.03 -.03 -.09 -.23 -.03 
.07 .12 .01 -.15 -.13 -.13 -.07 -.05 -.14 -.27 -.07 
-.08 .00 .04 -.10 .00 -.03 -.01 -.01 -.08 -.17 -.07 
.04 .12 -.08 -.00 -.02 -.02 .07 -.12 -.02 .09 .00 
.11 .13 -.16 -.03 .07 .11 .05 -.08 -.03 .17 .11 
.08 .20 -.06 .02 -.03 .04 .08 -.05 .02 .13 .10 
.64 .58 .14 .04 .06 -.01 -.08 .10 -.00 -.16 -.14 
.74 .16 .07 .05 .07 -.07 .19 .12 -.12 .07 
.28 .23 .07 .07 .06 .26 .62 -.01 .03 
.78 .29 .28 .33 .44 .50 -.09 .08 
.32 .31 .41 .49 .59 .51 .19 
.85 .32 .24 .42 .08 -.01 
.31 .28 .42 .16 .51 
.39 .83 .18 .06 
.62 .25 .13 
.26 .11 
.27 
